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Gang-Nail helps
provide Wales with
new Passivhaus
building
Holbrook Timber Frame, manufacturer of trusses, floors and timber frame structures has
recently supplied Gang-Nail Systems Ecojoist for use in the construction of the first
PassivHaus project in Wales. The Ebbw Vale project, which is built to German/Austrian
PassivHaus standards, provides an example as to how future housing projects should
be constructed, meeting sustainability and energy efficiency credentials.
orming part of the Welsh
F
Assembly Government’s
low carbon building agenda,

INSIDE

the new three-bedroom
house will initially be used as
a demonstrative model to
indicate how it is possible to
construct a building of this
nature by following a set of
comprehensive building
guidelines.
As such, Gang-Nail’s
Ecojoists were installed on
the project to allow for MVHR
technology to be incorporated
into the design of the house.
Due to the nature of the
Ecojoist, manufactured with
an open steel web, it is
possible to pass service
pipes, wires and ducting
through the recess without
the need to cut or drill holes
into the joist, which can
impair its strength and
constructional integrity.
The use of Ecojoists also
assisted Holbrook
Timberframe in the detailing
for the airtightness and cold
bridging elimination required

for the Passivhaus standard
and was a contributory factor
in Holbrook achieving an
incredible air tightness of
0.29 which is one of the
lowest results recorded in the
UK.
Neil Smith, Director of
Holbrook Timber Frame,
commented, “By working
closely with the architects, we
were able to suggest the use
of Ecojoists in the overall
design, allowing the MVHR to
cleverly incorporated, without
the need for additional
constructional works. As the
property will be initially used
to display the ease with which
a PassivHaus building can be
constructed, it was important
to use materials that could be
easily installed in as little time
as possible, whilst working
towards the overall green
agenda expected from the
programme.”
He continued, “PassivHaus
dwellings typically achieve an
energy saving of 90%
compared to existing
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Ecojoists have been used for the Ebbw Vale carbon
building project

project of this nature.”
Chosen primarily for this
project due to the void with
which pipes and wires can be
fed, the Ecojoist also offers
additional advantages in
terms of its strength and
robust nature. Due to its
manufacturing process,
Ecojoists offer a far superior
level of strength that can
withstand extremely heavy
loads without additional
support. With the PassivHaus
project in particular, the use
of Ecojoists allowed for the
most minimal of materials to
be used, working towards the
environmental agenda of the
PassivHaus standard.
For more information on
Gang-Nail Systems’
Ecojoists, visit
www.eleco.com/gang-nail

AMS
housing. This figure is based
upon the materials used and
the building’s overall energy
efficiency, making the use of

renewable and recyclable
materials, such as the timber
used to create Ecojoists, a
wise specification choice for a
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Advanced Machinery
Services move ahead

A

dvanced Machinery Services
(AMS) were set up over 2
years ago by 2 ex-directors of
Wadkin, Steve McGloin and
Steve Foster. The aim was to
utilise their knowledge,
particularly of moulders, in
setting up a company offering
‘servicing’ to the woodworking
industry in the UK. Things have
moved ahead rapidly with
turnover doubling in each of the
years to 2010 and a 12 strong
workforce, all with in depth
knowledge of the industry and
the types of machine - ie all exWadkin employees.
AMS has taken things a step
further by basing themselves in
the Old Green Lane Road,
Leicester works of the original
Wadkin Company.
During the last two years
they have expanded through
gaining major contracts with
the BSW Group, A W
Champion and Bayram Timber,
to name just a few. Added to
this they purchased all the
Wadkin spares and components
at auction and now hold over
132,000, plus some semifinished grinders. So now,
although the company’s initial
impetus was purely through
servicing they have a major
spares supply operation both in
the UK and overseas, major
markets include the USA and
Australia. They also have the
facilities for the production of
one-off spares if stock is
exhausted. Everything the
company do has its basis in
offering its service operation,
but this then leads on to
rebuilding projects, supplying
second hand machines and
more recently, new machines. A
typical example is Bayram
Timber. The initial service
contract has led to the supply
of two more high speed rebuilt
moulders with plans for a
regular replacement policy
going forward.
For BSW Group Company
Howie Forest Products, on top
of the service contract has
been added a 4 weeks training

In these days of doom and gloom it is encouraging to carry a
report of a success story, albeit one whose basis is the demise
of another company.

Steve McGloin (left) and Steve Foster (right) with some of the
AMS team

in place, AMS are frequently
being asked to acquire new
machinery for customers and
have set up an arrangement to
market the Casadei range of
‘classical machinery’ from IWM,
whose MD is another exWadkin man, Ian Brown.
Perhaps the last word should
be with a satisfied customer.
Tony Clarke, Production &
Technical Director of Bayram
Timber says, “As a company we
have nearly always preferred to
have our moulding machines
rebuilt, with great success, I
might say. Thankfully once AMS
were able to offer this service
to us, we had no hesitation
whatsoever in continuing down
our preferred route. Given our
requirements and knowing all
the people involved at AMS, I
am sure this is the first and
second of many orders to
come. We have total
confidence in everything AMS
do for us.”
Advanced Machinery Services
will be exhibiting at W10 and
have just doubled the size of
their stand. As usual the
emphasis will be on their
service operation, as the
company says, “Our philosophy
is service everything else leads
on from that.”

Tel: 0844 844 9949
Fax: 0844 844 4744
E: sales@
advancedmachinery.co.uk
Website: www.
advancedmachinery.co.uk
Steve McGloin
Mobile 07500781384
Part of the comprehensive Wadkin spare stock now held by AMS

in high speed moulding
technology for 12 employees at
AMS, going through a moulder
training programme covering
everything from maintenance to
tooling, grinding to jointing. The
rebuilding service covers not
just Wadkin moulders but other
machines as well, as does the
servicing contract. They can
even lend the customer a
machine whilst rebuilding their

own to avoid downtime.
For A W Champion the
maintenance contract was
signed for all 9 branches for the
3 times a year regular
maintenance programme on
each machine backed up by the
AMS 24/7 guarantee on
callouts, although AMS have
their fingers crossed about
Christmas Day.
With mature contracts now
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SCM Windor 40R CNC machining centre at Bull Joinery

Tenoning on the Windor 40R

Bull Joinery expand with an
SCM Windor 40 purchase
Located in the beautiful countryside on the Derbyshire / Staffordshire border, Bull Joinery are an expanding and
innovative joinery manufacturer that has recently installed an SCM CNC Machining Centre, Model Windor 40R, plus
several new SCM Classical Woodworking Machines.
ull Joinery is a newly
B
formed division of the Bull
Construction Group, a building
company that is 43 years old,
and is owned by Peter Bull.
Newly built factory units house
the joiner’s shop, spraying
facilities and a well equipped
machine shop, to manufacture
windows, doors and general
joinery, not only for their own
use, but also for local builders
and builder’s merchants. Also,
customers in London and
Gloucestershire, where they
are supplying their high quality
joinery products in soft or
hardwoods as Bull Joinery’s

reputation is quickly spreading
around the country.
Previous to the installation of
the SCM Windor 40R, all of
Bull Joinery’s production was
carried out on traditional
woodworking machines.
However, they were
continually being asked to
quote and supply windows and
doors on faster delivery times,
special sizes and in a wider
range of quantities, including
one-offs. It became obvious to
Peter Bull that much faster and
better methods of production
needed to be employed.
Therefore, after researching

the market and also being
aware of SCM’s wide range of
machines manufactured, Peter
Bull contacted SCM UK and
with members of his staff,
arranged a visit to SCM’s
manufacturing plant in Rimini
with SCM UK’s Area Sales
Manager, Colin Simmons, and
Dennis Carpenter of SCM’s
Distributor Denwood. After
discussing all of Bull Joinery’s
exact requirements, a final,
detailed specification was
determined, and upon
returning to the UK, an order
was confirmed for a Windor
40R.

“SUMMER
SALE NOW
ON WHILS
T
STOCKS
LAST”
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Peter Bull comments “We
could have opted for a
standard Windor 1 machine,
but we wanted very much to
invest for the future and hence
our selection of the Windor
40R that will enable us to
cover all the options for the
present and for all our future
requirements.”
The Tenoning Section of the
Windor 40R includes a Saw
Unit for trimming components
to length, 2 - 620mm long
spindles for the split tooling
solution, ëRotaten’
interpolation for slanted tenons
utilising both tooling stacks, a
Power 2000 CNC Routing Unit
with Rapid 24 Automatic Tool
Changer to machines lock
boxes, holes for various types
of hardware, mitre glazing
beads before recovery (ready
to fit), dowel holes for transom
and mullion locations and easy
assembly, and security holes.
The Profiling Section
includes 3 - 320mm profiling
spindles with full CNC
positioning both vertically and
horizontally to allow the most
flexible tooling solutions. ie it
can have different rebates but
using the same tools. The first
head is jumping and counter
rotating for storm proofing.
Finally, a Glazing Bead Unit
and an independent bottom
Horizontal Unit with full CNC
positioning, a Storm Proofing
Carriage for small sashes and
a powered return conveyor,
making the complete machine
a one-man operation.
As well as SCM’s “Next
Supervisor” Software, Bull
Joinery uses Joinerysoft to
quote their existing and
potential customers, so when
an order is received, the full
details can be downloaded
and sent directly to the Windor
40R. Tooling was
manufactured and supplied by
Oertli with the machine.
Project Manager, Trevor
Mason, states “We are very
pleased with the Windor 40R
installation. Full
commissioning and training
was undertaken by SCM’s
experienced engineers lead by
Kevin Higgins, and if we
require any assistance, the
help-desk is only a phone call
away. We are still learning
about the capabilities of the
Windor 40R as we wanted a
fairly long learning curve so we
understood exactly how the
machine operates and gain
maximum advantage of its’
capabilities. Our aim is to
achieve ‘Just-In-Time’
manufacturing as time goes on

Assembled door with components machined on Bull Joinery’s
Windor 40R

with timber deliveries every 2
days so that material stocks
are kept to a minimum.”
“We cannot hope to
compete with the “Big Boys”
and their large production lines
offering standard joinery
products, so our aim is to
supply high quality products at
competitive prices with
guaranteed delivery times,
normally 10 to 14 days,
however, if a customer insists
on next day delivery, such is
the versatility and flexibility of
the Windor, we can offer
exactly what the customer
requires, important in the
current economic climate.”
Programming of the Windor
40R is carried out in Trevor
Mason’s office or directly on
the machine with Andrew
Fernigough from the Joiner’s
Shop assisting. A full range of
standard profiles are produced
that Bull Joinery believes are
the best available.
Alternatively, they can match
any of their customer’s own
profiles due to the Windor’s
high specification. Windows
with swept heads are
machined on both the Windor
and some of the 16 SCM
classical machines installed in
the impressive mill that also
includes an SCM Compact
Planer Moulder.

Bull Joinery has seen an
increase in production as
environmental issues gain
momentum with timber
windows having better UValues over PVC alternatives.
An increase in joinery supplied
to house developers as well as
industrial buildings, plus
supplying a chain of Organic
Farm Shops and other farm
related buildings is gaining Bull
Joinery an excellent reputation
within the trade.
Concluding, Peter Bull
commented “I believe in
investing in the business and
buying the best machinery
available as the Windor 40R
proves. If we have to build a
new factory unit to expand for
new processes, we do it, and if
there is something new on the
market, we want to know
about it, and if it will improve
Bull Joinery’s business, we will
seriously consider a
purchase.”
Bull Joinery:
Tel. 01889 590064
E Mail
bulljoinery@hotmail.co.uk
SCM Group (UK) Ltd:
Tel: 0115 9770044
Fax: 0115 9770946
www.scmgb.co.uk
E Mail scmgroupuk@
scmgroup.com

Bull Joinery’s Trevor Mason programming the Windor

Profiling mitres on the Windor 40R
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Peter Ramsey Timber make
it 5 Stromab Matrix saws!
Peter Ramsey Timber, who
are regarded as the leading
Divan and Bed Slat
component manufacturers
in the UK, have recently
invested in two additional
Stromab Matrix Automatic
Crosscut Saws - bringing
their total of these
machines to five! Whilst
the original three were
stand alone machines, the
two new ones - supplied by
JJ Smith Woodworking
Machinery Ltd, have been
integrated into lines with
moulders and double end
tenoners.
Michael Ramsey the MD of
Peter Ramsey Timber
commented “We gave the
problem of the integration of
the saws to JJ Smith and
were pleased that they were
able to tailor the machinery
to suit our requirements.
Space was very tight in the
line and they were able to
modify the equipment to suit
our specific needs. They
were also able to adapt
existing conveying
equipment and integrate it
into the new controls.”
Martin Smith, MD of JJ
Smith who was responsible
for the project confirmed the
equipment supplied was
from Stromab - a world
leading manufacturer of
crosscutting equipment
based near Bologna, Italy, for
whom JJ Smith are the
exclusive agent for their
range of automatic saws. He
said “Stromab have proved a
very good partner for us for
many years - their equipment
is very reliable and they
provide a whole range of
saws, from very basic push
fed saws to full optimising
and defecting saws for
cutting both straight and
angled components. In the
last few years we have sold
around 150 of their
automatic saws and time and
again we have customers
coming back to us for
another machine as they
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will be publishing two W10 preview
issues in august and september
august issue (published 20th august)
Editorial deadline - 30th July
Advertising deadline 6th August
september issue (published 17th september)
Editorial deadline - 27th August
Advertising deadline 3rd September
Whether you are exhibiting or not, don’t miss
the opportunity to be in these two bumper
issues with added circulation at W10

Production Manager Lawrence Marklew checking the new Matrix Saw

tel: +44(0) 1474 536535
Fax: +44(0) 1474 536552
email: wwn@nelton.co.uk

have been so pleased with
the first one they purchased.
The installation for Ramsey
Timber is particularly pleasing
as they recognised the merit
of investing in new machinery
to ensure that they can
continue to provide service to
their customers.”
The overall project was coordinated by Lawrence
Marklew, Ramsey’s
Maintenance / Project
manager who added
“Building a relationship with a
supplier is important to us as
a company. If we get good
service from one company
they we like to try and work
with them again. The
Stromab saws we already
had have proved very reliable
and we had the confidence in
both the equipment from
Stromab and the back up
from JJ Smith to commit to
further investment with them.
Space was extremely tight
and I was pleased that they
were able to adapt the
equipment to suit our specific
requirements.”
Tel:+44 (0)151 548 9000
Fax:+ 44 (0)151 549 1771
e: sales@jjsmith.co.uk
http://www.jjsmith.co.uk
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Daltons equip new
college faculty North
of the Border

umfries and Galloway
D
College have entrusted
long established
woodworking machinery
distributors and

INSIDE

manufacturers Daltons with
the task of equipping the
new Woodcraft Department
at their new College Gate
site which opened in
September.
Daltons who work closely
with education authorities as
well as colleges and
universities in all parts of the
country were delighted to
have the opportunity of such
a high profile installation and
were able to provide all the
woodworking machines which
the college required including
a Stenner Band Resaw,
Elcon Vertical Panel Saw and
Planing and Thicknessing
Machines, Bandsaw, Tenoner,

Mortiser, Spindle Moulder,
Crosscut Saw and Sawbench
by Wadkin and Diplomat.
In addition the company
provided the college with
sponsorship in the form of a
Wadkin DM/V Mortising
Machine and Daltons Sales
Director Andy Walsh was
particularly pleased to be
associated with this project in
a part of Scotland with which
he is very familiar, having
been raised just down the
road in Ayrshire himself.
Andy Said “This is another
opportunity for Daltons to
assist a learning centre and
this dovetails very well with
our other educational
activities in various parts of
the UK”. Andy was assisted
in negotiating the Dumfries
and Galloway contract by
another locally based

member of the Daltons team,
engineer Gavin Stevenson,
who knows the college
personnel well and played a
big part in helping to select
the equipment for the new
workshops as well as being
involved in the installation

and commissioning of the
new machines on delivery.
Daltons also assisted by
moving other machines from
the original college premises
to the new site and removing
surplus items. Head of
Faculty Kenny Hilsley was

BY ADRIAN KELLY OF WINCHESTER
WINDOWS & DOORS
SPONSORED BY JOINERYSOFT
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Head of Faculty at Dumfries and Galloway College Kenny Hilsley
with technicians and an Elcon Vertical Panel Saw ... just one of
the machines supplied by Daltons.

delighted with the personal
attention given to the project
by members of the Daltons
team who also liaised with
Clarke McCutcheon in order
to provide as smooth as

possible a transition from the
old college to the new.

Tel: 0115 986 5201
Fax: 0115 986 2820
www.daltonsmachines.com
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f you glance at my
column even once in a
while, you will have
realised by now that I’m
the sort of person who
likes to give credit where
credit is due. In this
instance, I should like to
recognise the support
given by Morrells
Woodfinishes Ltd. of
Stockport, Cheshire.
I have recently been
contacted by a customer to
whom I supplied traditional
wooden box sash windows,
primed only, towards the
back end of last year and the
customer brought in a painter
who completed the job. Here
we are, six months later,
there is an issue with the
finish and it seems that the
customer is looking for
someone to sue.
Unfortunately, instead of
using the ‘softly softly
approach’, giving the painter
an opportunity to put right the
offending paintwork, he has
been wielding his imaginary
big stick, trying to intimidate
both us and the painter by
shouting about recourse to
law in an attempt to get either
one or both of us to cough up
the cost of a complete paint
job. He has been adamant
that an independent paint
expert should be brought in

and that the costs should be
shared between himself, the
painters and my company.
With Wonderwoman in the
back of my mind whispering
“customer care”, I thought
about it but didn’t commit.
The windows were
constructed in sapele and the
primer we used was Morrells
water based acrylic primer.
We have used it satisfactorily
for years and, when we
learned of the problem, called
Morrells to see what they
might have to offer in the way
of advice or explanation.
They not only voiced concern,
they sent their paint expert
(from Stockport) and their
local rep to meet me on site in
the deep, dark wilds of
Hampshire to assist us in
identifying the cause of the
problem. Armed with his
thirty-odd years of experience,
the expert closely examined
the paintwork with a spy glass
similar to those that jewellers
use and an instrument that
checked the depth of the paint
and probably all sorts of other
measurements of which I
have no understanding. He
made copious notes and
promised a full and frank
report which would give us
everything we needed to know
and which he would be happy
for us to share with the

“Here we are, six
months later, there
is an issue with the
finish and it seems
that the customer
is looking for
someone to sue”
customer and the painters.
This told me that it would be
unbiased and honest which
sounded to me like something
an independent paint expert
would produce.
The report duly arrived and
did, in fact, give us the life
history of the paintwork, from
the primer up, what was used,
how much was used and the
conditions in which it was
applied. If paint had an inside
leg measurement, that would

have been in there too.
Morrells have put their
reputation and 100 or more
years of experience behind
the report and I am in no
doubt about the course of
action that I shall take in the
event that the customer takes
the matter to court. My
conscience was already clear
that neither our work nor the
paint had been faulty but, now
that it has been recorded in
black and white, I feel
confident that the matter can
be put to rest. More to the
point, Wonderwoman is, once
again, able to sleep easy
which is a blessing all round
as this kind of thing riles her
like a sleeping lion poked with
a pointy stick.
I must say that, in the first
instance, I was surprised that
Morrells could be bothered to
investigate the matter on
behalf of a small company
such as ours but, having met
their local rep and the paint
expert, I realise that their staff
are as proud of their product
as we are of ours. They
believe in doing the right thing,
as do we and resist any
implication that their product
might be at fault, as will we!
As a follow on from meeting
the Morrells boys, in addition
to information on new
products in the pipeline, I have

been given details of an
unbelievable guarantee that
we will be able to offer our
clients if we use Morrells
woodfinishes in conjunction
with Accoya®. I had already
been interested in Accoya®,
toying with the possibility of
using it for the right project,
and this long-term guarantee
is likely to make the
combination of Accoya® and
Morrells’ woodfinish system
an extremely attractive option
which, I am sure, will be very
popular with our customers.
Ever the optimist, I hope
this little local difficulty will be
brought to a satisfactory
conclusion to all parties but,
whatever happens, I have
learned that there is another
company out there with
ethics; as Wonderwoman
puts it “Morrells morals!”
Our columnist Adrian Kelly
set up his own custom
joinery company in 2002,
previously having been a
boat-builder. In his monthly
column he shares his
experiences, the good, the
bad and the ugly, in the dayto-day running of his
business. Should you wish
to respond please write c/o
The Editor or Email
nhs@nelton.co.uk

Combi-CB is a boost for Richard Burbidge
ichard Burbidge, a
R
leading supplier of
timber stair parts,
decorative mouldings and
outdoor balustrading has
taken delivery of a CombiCB 4-way forklift to speed
up materials handling
procedures at its
manufacturing facility and
HQ in Oswestry. This
compact Combilift model
has also contributed to
much more efficient use of
storage space in the
warehouse feeding the
production area.
Richard Burbidge was an
early convert to the Combilift
4-way system, and has two of
the Combilift “core” C4000
trucks in use at the site to
offload and handle heavy raw
materials such as packs of
timber, but also needed an
additional truck that could
handle a mix of pallets and
long loads as well as feed
lines in the production facility
when necessary.
Manufacturing Engineer Mark
Chorlton and his team
evaluated a wide range of
options including articulated
trucks and other electric 4way brands before settling on
the 2.5t capacity Combi-CB,
recommended by Abex Ltd,
Combilift’s official distributor
in the West Midlands. “The
CB’s versatility to work
indoors and out together with
the counterbalance design
was very attractive,” says
Mark, “and the video on the
Combilift website clearly
demonstrated its extreme
manoeuvrability.”
In consultation with Abex
and Richard Burbidge’s team,
Combilift design engineers in
Monaghan supplied
4 woodworking news June 2010

numerous layout diagrams
and this three way
collaboration resulted in a CB
specified to Richard
Burbidge’s exact
requirements to work in a
racking configuration
designed for the optimum use
of all available space in the
warehouse. The diesel
powered model has side shift
as standard, and due to
limited headroom Abex
recommended a 4.9m triplex
mast. Richard Burbidge also
opted to have a hydraulic fork
positioner fitted: one of a
number of attachment options
offered by Combilift, this
allows for quick hydraulic
adjustments of the forks to fit
the varying sizes of loads
which Richard Burbidge

handle such as pallets, 8ft
long stillages and packs of
board. Driver Paul
Bebbington: “as the fork
positioners can be operated
from inside the cab we do not
need to keep getting on and
off the truck, and this is a real
time saver.”
Picking and storing product
has been further speeded up
by the CB’s ability to turn on
its axis: once in the aisle, the
driver can move loads from
one side of the racking to
another by turning 180°,
eliminating time-consuming
travel in and out of the
racking. “The truck’s
capability to ‘turn on a
sixpence’ as well as its ability
to access floor level storage
has boosted productivity at a

busy site,” says Mark. “The
drivers also appreciate its
easy operation, the roomy
cab and good visibility. In
short the Combi-CB has
become an integral part of
our operations and we would
be stuck without it.”
The Combi-CB is

You cAn now visit woodworking news online

Combilift’s smallest product in
the company’s range and is
available with 2.5 and 3t lift
capacities and diesel, LP Gas
or electric power options.
Combilift 4-way forklifts are
all designed and built in
Monaghan, Ireland, where
the company also has its HQ
and R&D facility. The current
range now encompasses at
least fifteen base models with
capacities ranging from 2.5 25 tonnes. Combilift has won
numerous awards for its
products since the company
was established in 1998, and
there are now around 11,000
units in operation around the
world.
Richard Burbidge supplies
a wide range of balustrade
systems for interior and
exterior use in domestic and
light commercial buildings, as
well as an extensive range of
timber mouldings. Log on to
www.richardburbidge.com to
find out more, or for further
information on the full range
of balustrade and mouldings
available from Richard
Burbidge, please call 01691
655131.
Tel: 00353 47 80500
Tel UK: 07968 490051
www.combilift.com
E:info@combilift.com

look out for
our two w10
exhibition
previews August &
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www.woodworkingnews.co.uk
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Ultima choose
ASM/Modesta
Ultima Furniture Systems
purchase A.S.M. /
MODESTA low noise,
energy saving Dust
Extraction system to
complement their new
State of the Art
Manufacturing Facility.
Increased demand for
Ultima Furniture Systems
bespoke range of kitchens
prompted Alf Ellis ( Managing
Director ) to purchase
another manufacturing
facility and to equip
it with the most
advanced
machinery available
to manufacture
bespoke kitchens
quickly and
economically
without
compromising on
quality.
New machinery
included a new
Beam Saw, CNC
Routing and Boring
machine and a
Panel Storage and
sorting system that
would complement
the aforementioned
machines, enabling
panels of different
colours and finishes
to be located and
machined automatically.
A new laminating machine
was also purchased ,
laminating board with various
colours and textures to meet
ever changing styles and
colours that the public
demand. Taking no chances
with dust contamination the
new laminating line has been
housed in an air conditioned,
temperature controlled room,
with access through rapidly
opening and closing doors.
With the new machinery
and some existing machinery
that had to be operational in
the new manufacturing facility
Alf Ellis began to realise that
the dust extraction filter he
purchased at an auction
would not cope with the
volume and pressure
required, efficiently, so began
the search for a new state of
the art dust extraction

system.
A.S.M. offered to show
Ultima the dust extraction
system they had recently
installed at Decorative Panels
Furniture Ltd. as this was a
similar size to their particular
requirements .
Before visiting the
installation at DPF Ltd.,
Ultima drew up a
specification on the dust
extraction requirement in that
the installation must be
energy efficient, extremely
quiet and automatic dampers
must be installed on most
machines to avoid extracting
air when the machine was not
in operation and all electrical
wiring to the fans , rotary
valves etc. must be included
in the price.
When visiting the DPF Ltd.
installation Ultima were
amazed how quiet the

installation was, this was
explained by A.S.M. that the
ten fansets were integral to
the filter , housed in the top
section and enclosed by 3mm
plate, thus reducing the noise
level compared to external
sited fansets.
Shortly after the visit Ultima
ordered the A.S.M /
MODESTA dust extraction
system and waited to see if it
lived up to their very high
expectations.
The filter arrived six weeks
later on two low loader
vehicles pre-assembled in
two halves and pre-wired ,
with a crane in position at
8.00am in the morning, the
filter was in position and the
two halves assembled within
FOUR HOURS !! Alf Ellis was
delighted with the

organisation of A.S.M and
very complementry to the
efficiency of the installation
team.
A.S.M. continued to
connect the filter to the
production machinery using
modular seam welded clipped
together ducting from their
standard range, and provided
automatic pneumatic
dampers on various
machines as specified.
MODESTA electrical
engineers arrived on site from
Holland and connected the
pre-wired filter to the PLC
control panel taking three
days including commissioning
of the complete extraction
system , and the closed loop
transport system to the wood
waste storage silo.
The total system took just
two weeks to install from start
to finish and Ultima Furniture
Systems Ltd. never lost one
days production , thanks to
machinery being moved over
a Bank Holiday period and
the organisation and
efficiency of A.S.M. and
Modesta.
“ This state of the art dust
extraction system is
everything we expected,
being , quiet, energy efficient,
extremely good extraction
and although expensive,
complements our multi million
pound investment in our new
manufacturing facility “ said
Alf Ellis Managing Director of
Ultima Furniture Systems Ltd.
Tel: 01274 693630
A component based universal stop system
suitable for radial arm saws, panel saws,
chop saws, spindle moulders, drilling
machines, routers and any number of
special applications.
Track is available in one or two or three
metre lengths and we supply measuring
scales reading left/right or right/left either
side of the machine. Any number of stops
can be fitted to the track and each stop is
reversible for left or right handed use.
Whether machining one piece to size or
working through a lengthy cutting list,
FLIPSTOP ® will speed production by
removing the measuring and marking
process.

DATUM TOOLS LTD
The Factory, Mardens Hill
Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 1XL

Tel 01892 667800
Fax 01892 667900
www.flipstop.com

(WOODTURNING LATHES) UK LTD

A Range of Hydraulic Copying and Milling Lathes
Tel: 01264 771900 Fax: 01264 771901
E.Mail: i.horsfield@inputjoinery.co.uk
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New Sandya 16S wide
belt sander from SCM
U

ntil now, modern
woodworking, joinery
and furniture
businesses that own an
automatic calibrating and
sanding wide belt sanding
machine have found their
machine lacks versatility and
finishing quality even though
when it meant a high original
investment cost.
SCM’s model SANDYA 16S,
the latest wide belt sander from
SCM, is a highly versatile
machine which can be used for
the thicknessing of MDF,
chipboard, etc., plus
thicknessing and sanding of
solid wood, pre-sanding and
sanding veneered panels and
the finishing of painted or
lacquered surfaces.
Sandya 16S has been
designed for the more modern
and dynamic woodworking,
furniture and panel business
looking for a sander that can be
configured to its exact needs.
There are numerous standard
versions and all can be
equipped with a crossways belt
at the infeed of the sander or a
planer head in the first position.
“Plus” type sanding pads are
also fitted as standard. This
machine is available with a
wide range of rollers with
diameters of 160, 200, 250 and
320 mm. There is a complete
range of optional units to
customise the sander for
individual requirements.
The machine is available in
two working widths of 1100 and
1350 mm, with two or three
main machining/sanding units
which can even be fitted with
independent motors for
maximum power usage to each
sanding unit.
The abundant standard kit,
including 2620 mm long
sanding belts, together with the
huge range of optional items,
means that any type of
machining and sanding can be
undertaken, even curing the
most complex and problematic
items on a complete range of
solid wood and panel materials.
The length of the belt
ensures suitable cooling and
therefore less clogging of the
abrasive surface with dust.
Thus the belts last much longer
and ensure excellent finishing
even when machining painted
or lacquered panels.
Belt oscillation is controlled
by an electronic unit and a
special photocell. The system
is very accurate and ensures
that oscillation of the belts
takes place at regular intervals.
This reduces the risk of belt
breakage and improves
finishing quality.
The very popular
Combination Unit has a
Calibrating sander roller with a
175 mm diameter made from
steel or rubber coated, with
hardness ranging between 30
and 85 shore. The “Plus” pad is
supplied in three versions
(standard, with elastic or with
electronic sectional sectors) to
give a superior finishing quality.
The larger contact surface of
the “Plus” pad increases the
sanding area operating on the
work piece therefore providing
a significant improvement of
the surface finishing.
Interchangeable inserts allow
fast and easy changeover
between different sanding
operations.
Therefore, the Sandya 16S
Combi-Unit brings the
performance and flexibility of
two separate units with a much
6 woodworking news June 2010

and inverters for adjusting
abrasive belt speed and
conveyor feed speed.
The Sandya 16S versions
with two or three roller units are
the ideal solution for machining
solid wood under all
circumstances, and
furthermore these
configurations, if fitted with
pressure shoes, reverse
abrasive belt rotation and the
vacuum worktable, enable
complicated machining such as
sanding of short, narrow, thin or
twisted work pieces.
Sandya 16S can also be set
up with floating pressure shoes
which improves and evens out
the pressure applied to the
work pieces and are ideal for

SCM Sandya 16S
widebelt sander

ideal solution for sanding
veneered and painted panels
of all types. Combining the
action of the “XCE” Crossway
unit with that of the length way
units mounted downstream on
the sander produces a highquality cross belt finish usually
only found on large industrial
sanders.
Cross belt tensioning
provided by the two, side
additional pistons at the ends of

start. You can also save four
different working programs, to
rapidly retrieve the machine
settings most often used.
The Electronic thickness
Positioner is an electronic
sensor that measures the
thickness of the component
with a high degree of precision
and without any direct
mechanical contact. The
positioner has a decimal
adjustment system which

“Sandya 16S has been designed for the more modern and
dynamic woodworking, furniture and panel business looking
for a sander that can be configured to its exact needs”

The model RRCS Sandya 16S widebelt sander

lower level of investment.
The ‘TES’ Sectional Elastic
Pad has a set of pneumatic
cells and is kept under
pressure by a compressed air
flow with adjustable pressure.
Thanks to its capacity of
adapting the irregular surfaces,
the TES can be used for
veneered panel sanding, even
when they are not perfectly flat
(i.e. for honeycomb doors).
Sandya 16S can be
equipped with an electronic
sectional pad with a 30mm
centre-to-centre between
sections which, allowing high
precision and therefore a high
quality finish, is the best
solution for sanding panels
which have a shaped profile or
for sanding narrow work
pieces. The Sandya 16S is
fitted with the “HCC” (High
Compensation Capacity)
electronic sectional pad
designed to compensate for
large variations in work piece
thicknesses. This will also
handle even the most difficult
job such as sanding paneled
doors or machining several
badly calibrated work pieces at
the same time.
A line of sensors at the
machine infeed detects the
panel shape and transmits this
information to the electronic
controller. The controller
activates the corresponding
sections of the pad and
regulates the feed belt speed
accordingly.
The electronic sectional pad
optimises sanding efficiency
and flexibility. It guarantees
perfect sanding even on nonsquared work pieces or
components with uneven
surfaces.
For special applications the
electronic control can be
programmed so that, on one or
both side edges of the panel,
one, two or three more or less
sectors can be actuated
compared to the signal
provided by the detection
barrier.
The reduced centre to centre
of the Sandya 16S (30 mm)
enables sanding of shaped
panels (round, oval, window

and door frames, etc.) even in
the event of very tight angles
and complex surface designs
(concave and/or convex). It is
also ideal for sanding narrow
work pieces which can be
inserted and machined
simultaneously.
There is the possibility to
install a dedicated independent
motor for each sanding unit
with power up to 25 HP to
provide flexibility especially
when heavy calibrating is
required.
Sandya 16S optional items
include sanding rollers with 250
and 300 mm diameters,
vacuum hold-down worktable,
electronically controlled
oscillating blowers, work piece
cleaning and satinising units

thicknessing with heavy stock
removal, or for machining short
and thin work pieces and large
panels, even if they are
warped.
The floating pressure shoes
greatly reduce the centre-tocentre distances during
sanding. This feature
guarantees a higher but more
uniformly distributed hold-down
pressure on the component.
This is particularly useful when
sanding short, narrow or
uneven components and
during the calibration of solid
wood components where high
stock removal rates are
specified.
The vacuum hold-down
system ensures a perfect
pulling down of components on
the feed belt surface. This is
particularly important where
efficient component feed is a
top priority. Vacuum hold down
is a must during sanding of
painted or short components
and when calibrating
operations involve high stock
removal rates.
The compact ‘XCE’
Crossway sanding unit is the

the highly sensitive electronic
sectional pad installed on the
XCE unit, ensures a uniform
contact surface on the
processed work piece and
sanding also on the edge side.
The ‘HPL’ Planer unit is used
on solid wood for large-scale
chip removal (1 to 3 mm).
Under these conditions, without
the HPL unit, calibration may
be extremely expensive. The
number of calibrating rollers
and abrasive belts with a grain
of 40-60 would actually be high
or a number of passes would
be necessary, the motor
powers required would also be
considerable causing very high
energy consumption.
The surface of the panel
usually needs finishing after
planing. This can be done with
a 150 grit belt using a single
operating unit or a 180 grit belt
using two operating units.
The Logic SC Control unit is
simple and intuitive. The
electronic pushbutton panel of
the Logic SC controller lets you
set all machining parameters in
sequence. Then only a single
button has to be pressed to

automatically sets the working
thickness so that it is greater or
less than the component
thickness by the required
amount.
The oscillating blower
removes the process dust from
the sanding belt and is of
primary importance when
sanding painted panels. The
oscillating action is
electronically controlled and
greatly improves reliability. To
reduce the consumption of
compressed air to a minimum,
the blowing action is timed and
blowers only operate when a
component is present.
Alternatively a panel cleaning
unit with rotating air jets that
can carefully remove dust from
machined work pieces. The
timed intervention of the unit,
enabled when the work piece is
loaded into the machine,
significantly reduces
compressed air consumption.
Tel: 0115 9770044
Fax: 0115 9770946
www.scmgb.co.uk
scmgroupuk@
scmgroup.com

New permanent anti static fume and
dust extraction hoses from Flextraction
brand new series of
A
NORRES Protape®
ATEX-PUR330-MHF/AS
ATEX permanent anti static
and abrasion proof suction
and blast hoses is now
available from Flextraction
Ltd, suppliers and
manufacturers of Local
Exhaust Ventilation (LEV)
products and authorised
distributor of flexible
extraction hoses in the UK
and Ireland for NORRES
Schlauchtechnik GmbH &
Co.KG, the Gelsenkirchen,
Germany based
manufacturer of technical
and industrial hoses.
These highly flexible, super
lightweight, ATEX approved
hoses incorporate optimised
flow properties, are designed
to convey inflammable
particles, chippings, powder,
dust, oil vapours and welding
fumes in a multitude of
applications and industries
ranging from de-dusting and
suction plants, industrial
vacuum cleaners, airconditioning and ventilation
applications, paint fume

extraction, food industry
applications, wood
processing applications,
granulate conveying systems,
engine exhaust systems,
chemical extraction systems
to manufacturing and surface
finishing applications. For
food industry applications
they meet EC guideline
2002/72/EC.

They are constructed using
PROTAPE® tape hose and
spiral sprung steel wire in
special PRE-PUR® premium
ether-polyurethane walls
having an approximate
thickness of 0.6mm. By being
permanently anti-static,
electro-static charging
(separation of charged
particles) cannot occur
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thereby eliminating any
discharges that can ignite an
explosive mixture of gas,
vapour, mist or dust,
dangerous or unpredictable
behaviour caused by shock
when this discharge takes
place via the human body,
process disruptions caused
by the medium sticking to the
hose wall or the malfunction
of measuring devices and
controllers. The average
operating temperature range
is between approx. -40ºC to
+90ºC, but can be used over
short working periods with
temperatures up to +125ºC.
Other features include a
long working life, in that they
have abrasive resistance
about 2.5 - 5 times better
than most rubber materials
and are also about 3 to 4
times better than most soft
PVC’s, microbe and
hydrosols resistant as well as
being PVC free.
Tel: +44 (0)1664 410641
Fax: +44(0)1664 480244
e-mail:
lkd@flextraction.co.uk
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FURNITUREnews
Tough Furniture turn to
Blue Diamond for help

Blue Diamond uses its rapid
prototyping and
manufacturing service to
solve component supply
problems for Tough
Furniture.
Tough Furniture designs
and manufactures furniture
with the strength and durability
to cope with challenging
situations. The furniture has
an outstanding record for its
resistance to careless or
abusive treatment, and is
supplied to special schools,
children’s homes, respite care,
psychiatric and mental health
provision, detox/rehab units
and bail hostels throughout
the country.
Furniture that is used in
challenging situations
requires fittings that are
designed and manufactured
to withstand rough treatment.
So when Tough Furniture
was advised that an existing
supplier was making a door
handle obsolete they turned
to Blue Diamond to design
and source a modified
component. Tough Furniture
was already sourcing a
number of parts from Blue
Diamond including a special
double cranked door hinge
and various plastic moulded
components, so they were
familiar with Blue Diamond’s
ability to rapidly re-engineer

and source engineering
components in a variety of
materials.
The door handle is made of
matt nickel-plated die-cast
zinc and consists of a base
and top. It is a key component
which is used on many types
of drawers and cupboards.
Tough Furniture needed a
replacement to be sourced
very quickly and samples
were provided to Blue
Diamond to be reverse
engineered to ensure
dimensional, material and
performance specifications of
matching quality. As part of
this process, Blue Diamond
modified the component to
meet the customer’s
specification and evaluated
every aspect of the design to
provide the most cost effective
solution.
To ensure that the
appearance and durability of
the new door handle matched
their requirements, Blue
Diamond used its rapid
prototyping system to deliver
samples within 2½ weeks.
These samples were
produced by one of Blue
Diamond’s preferred suppliers
in the Far East and they
allowed Tough Furniture to
fully test the design and
specification of the handle and
agree any modifications that

were needed. When the
components were approved,
Blue Diamond was able to
place orders with its fully
audited low cost suppliers to
match the estimated demand.
By choosing appropriate
companies from its qualityassessed suppliers, Blue
Diamond can match the
quantity requirements to the
capacity available. So
whether the need is for a
small quantity, or larger

Rapid prototyping led to
a Blue Diamond solution
for Tough Furniture

production runs, Blue
Diamond can respond by
providing a highly competitive
and flexible source. Quality is
guaranteed by Blue
Diamond’s Quality
Management System which
complies with the
requirements of ISO
9001:2008.
Tel: 023 8025 8966
Fax: 023 8025 8989
E: bdsales@rolwey.com
www.blue-diamond.co.uk

FIRA launches carbon
footprinting
benchmarking project
IRA is calling for participants to help with a major new
F
research project which aims to develop carbon
footprinting benchmark data for a variety of furniture
products. The organisation believes the data will allow
manufacturers to understand where their product fits in
the market place, and will promote more informed
understanding amongst buyers and specifiers.
According to Phil Reynolds, senior manager of Technical
Services at FIRA, the UK government’s aim to move into a low
carbon economy will encourage companies into understanding
the carbon impact of their business and the products they are
manufacturing.
“Carbon footprinting is a recognised tool for establishing the
environmental impact of a product, service or company,” he
says. “However, while it’s relatively straightforward to produce
a furniture footprint, it’s not always easy to understand what
this means in relation to a product - not everybody uses the
same boundaries for collecting data, and there’s currently no
benchmark enabling legitimate comparisons between
products.”
FIRA will work with manufacturers to produce over 300
product footprints across a variety of different product areas.
This footprint data will be analysed and benchmarks produced.
Each participating company will gain a carbon footprint for
their business and up to ten externally verified product
footprints.
The data will be produced using FIRA’s carbon footprinting
scheme to ensure consistency in the selecting of boundaries
for data collection. The scheme, which is based around the
recommendations within PAS 2050, has been specifically
designed to meet the requirements of the furniture industry
and will allow product footprints to be compared on a like-forlike basis.
FIRA will produce and publish benchmarking data for the
industry as a whole. “This will provide the industry with an
essential tool for product selection by specifiers and buyers,”
Phil Reynolds says. “It will also help with product differentiation
for low carbon businesses and give valuable marketing and
sales advantages, especially when businesses are tendering
for public, large private and large retailer contracts.”
To register as a participating company contact Matt Butcher
on 01438 777700 or email mbutcher@fira.co.uk.
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It seems CAD/CAM has evolved . . . and now there is a single system to satisfy all your
requirements . . . TopSolid’Wood.
TopSolid’Wood is an integrated 3D design and manufacturing software solution specifically designed
for the woodworking industry. A highly integrated CAD/CAM solution that meets the needs of
designers, manufacturers and subcontractors in the woodworking sector.
It’s taken more than 20 years to evolve as a product, but see for yourself why over more than 8000
companies worldwide successfully use the TopSolid range of software and take advantage of true
integrated design and manufacturing.

Tel: 01527 889 349 • Email: info@routersolutions.co.uk • Web: www.routersolutions.co.uk
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Variomat chosen by
Manchester College
The Weinig Variomat moulder, with memory system and fast setting using PowerLock
HSK tooling on the side heads, has become the minimum ‘starting-up’ standard in all
sectors of the industry for today’s requirements, because it incorporates the key
technical features needed.
he Manchester College has
T
recently installed one to
meet the modern training
needs of wood machinists, for
many of the woodworking
manufacturers who are
installing new technology
moulders, including well
known large companies in the
Greater Manchester area and
further a field.
Technology in the industry
has moved on quickly and the
need for training the workforce
in the new techniques is

normally their first port of call,
so we had to make a decision
to keep pace with demands
and provide a state-of-the-art
wood machining training
facility. We decided on the
Weinig Variomat because its
technology gives us the
versatile and up-to-date
facilities necessary to train,
using technically advanced
machinery and tooling. Since,
we have had a very positive
response and interest from
the industry in attracting more

can be removed and replaced
in seconds and, along with
savings in setting up time, it
reduces downtime and speeds
up production considerably.
The Variomat and other
advanced technology Weinig
moulder models are used
widely in the UK joinery and
furniture industry, and operator
training will ensure maximum
production - ten times more
than by using conventional
machinery. Sound operator
training pays dividends in the
long run.
Tel: 01235 557600
Fax: 01235 535767
www.weinig.co.uk

Tony Wood (left), tutor at Manchester College, School of Building, during a training session on the
Weinig Variomat moulder. (Inset: David Hill (left), Weinig representative, with Tony Wood, showing
PowerLock HSK tooling).

Students at Manchester College, operating the Weinig Variomat
moulder.

paramount, to get the optimum
benefits from new
investments. In the case of
moulder features that provide
faster throughput; minimum
downtime in setting up; quick
change over tooling and
related machine features;
absolute accuracy and
repeatability; and a high
standard of surface finish, are
essential to meet customer
demands. That’s precisely
what the Variomat offers at a
surprisingly attractive price,
particularly for first time buyers
and colleges where budgets
are restricted.
Says Tony Wood, tutor at
Manchester College, School
of Building, “Once
woodworking manufacturers
have invested in new
technology moulders, they
then have to train their
workforce to use the
machines. Colleges are

students for our Diploma
courses, NVQ programmes
and our short ‘tailored’
courses in wood machining”.
The user-friendly Variomat
has five moulding heads as
standard and a memory
system of up to 99
dimensions. It features HSK
PowerLock tooling on two side
heads, with conventional
cutter heads on the three
others, making it extremely
versatile. The memory system
stores all measurements of
work pieces when they are
first set up so that their
dimensions can be recalled
thereafter at any time, in
seconds, for reproduction.
Imagine the time saved when
hundreds of profiles are
memorised and can be
recalled without setting up
time!
The HSK tooling is much
lighter and easy to handle. It

PowerLock HSK tooling - for quick set-up, accuracy and finish.

mAke A note
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www.woodworkingnews.co.uk
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Holzma HPP 350 Performance tailored
to your needs
he HPP 350 is the
T
foundation model from
Holzma’s state-of-the-art 3
Series panel sizing saws.
Compact, versatile and
economical, it is ideal for
small to medium sized
panel processing
businesses. Numerous
options for the machine,
such as turbo-grooving,
manual trim stops and a
‘profiLine’ version that can
be linked up to
computerised storage
systems, allow companies
to tailor the HPP 350 to
match their unique
production requirements.
“The Holzma HPP 350 is
perfect for the UK market,”
explains Simon Brooks, sales
and marketing director for
Homag UK. “Its high
performance and compact
design make it the ideal
model for businesses looking
to expand their production
whilst adding a new level of
consistency to the quality of
their work.”
The Heart of the Saw
The Holzma saw carriage,
weighing in at 300kg,
consists of a heavy-duty steel
structure with a rack and
pinion drive for the main and
scoring saw units. Holzma
are so confident in the
smooth running of their tried
and tested saw carriage
system that the guide rods

HPP 350 - compact and powerful Holzma saw

Holzma’s patented central side aligner integrated directly in the
saw carriage

are guaranteed for ten years.
The saw carriage speed is
infinitely variable between 1 150m/min and scoring saw
adjustment is easily made
electronically from the control
console.
The HPP 350’s heavy duty
pressure beam is driven from
both sides and guided by
rack and pinion for accurate
control. The pressure beam
rise and fall is determined by
the material thickness, thus
eliminating excessive vertical
movement and improving
productivity.
If your business involves
working with sensitive
materials, Holzma has a full
range of solutions to avoid
damaging these challenging

products. As standard, the
saw bed is fully equipped with
air jets on both sides of the
cutting line to reduce friction
between the panel face and
the machine table. Further
options are available
according to the product
requirements.
Programme Fence Precision and Dimensional
Accuracy
The compact, maintenance
free, electronically controlled
programme fence with
clamps and a precision guide
has an electro-magnetic
measuring system which
guarantees positioning
accuracy of plus or minus
0.1mm. This allows even

e Group comprises of:
Aagaard - specialises in Dust Extraction
Equipment / Storage Silos / Finishing Lines

minimal trim and dust cuts.
Continuing the accuracy
theme, Holzma’s patented
central side aligner is
integrated directly into the
saw carriage. This shortens
cycle times by up to 25
percent in comparison to
conventional systems. Thin
boards, laminates or sensitive
materials can be machined
perfectly because the contact
pressure is infinitely variable
and the side aligner can
travel the entire cutting
length.
Magi-Cut Control
The saw is supplied with the
easy to use CADmatic
software and can also be
managed with the proven
Magi-Cut software which
provides optimised project
control, efficient cut-to-size
operations and full cost
control.
For efficient workflow, you
can use Holzma’s label
printer which prints individual
labels directly at the saw.
These labels can be
designed to include
barcodes, text and graphics.
If you use the Magi-Cut
software, instructions for
downstream CNC machining
can be included on the labels.
The software can also link up
to ERP/PPC systems
enabling the saw to be
integrated in your production
flow.
Options to Meet Your
Needs
Simon Brooks again, “The
options list has been
developed to cater for the
many different needs of

customers. There is an
ascending scoring saw unit
that allows chip-free cuts on
soft-formed and post-formed
parts. A high-precision laser
alignment tool which is
particularly important for
accurate cutting of solid wood
and veneered panels.
“Customers can specify the
cut-out and stress release cut
option; the angular cut option
which enables the manual or
automatic control of accurate
angle cuts; the hand-held
wireless remote, for practical
mobile operation of functions
such as cut start, opening
clamps, moving the saw to
the ‘home’ position, switching
air table jets on or off and
moving the programme fence.
The ‘turbo-grooving’ option

Adhesive shortfall:
price increases
Dusseldorf June 1, 2010 Macroeconomic recovery
seen in the first quarter of
2010 has brought about a
surge in demand for
specialty chemicals, which
has led to shortfalls in
supply and price increases
for some of the key raw
materials used in
producing adhesives. The
economic development of
the German adhesives
industry is further
challenged by the poor
harvest of natural raw
materials, insufficient
freight capacity and a weak
Euro.
During the crisis year of

Broadback - specialises in Sawmilling
Obel-P / Automation - specialises in HF
Continuous Presses / Proﬁle Wrapping with
Hot Melt / Automated Panel Drilling Lines

OBEL-P GROUP
29 Shillbank View, Mirﬁeld
West Yorkshire WF14 0OG
T: 01924 480655 F: 01924 480656
E: sales@aagaard.co.uk www.obel-p.dk
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saves an entire production
step in subsequent machining
because the HPP 350 can cut
and then groove the panel
material in both directions
without the need to slow
down the operational speed
of the machine.
“For automated production
set ups, the profiLine version
of the HPP 350 can be linked
up to production line systems
providing a spectrum of
possibilities from a basic sawstorage combination through
to complete integration in the
overall production process,”
concludes Simon.
Tel:+44 (0)1332 856500
Fax: +44 (0)1332 856400
Email:
info@homag-uk.co.uk
www.homag-uk.co.uk
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2009, the petrochemicals
industry drastically cut and
even partially shut down the
already limited plant capacity
for producing specialty
chemicals. As a result, now
that the demand for basic
chemicals is rising sharply, it
cannot be completely met. To
make matters worse, a crop
failure in natural resin (gum
resin) has led to a shortage
and a price increase for this
natural raw material. The
adhesives industry has also
had to deal with supply
shortfalls and additional costs
resulting from limited freight
capacity: Across Europe, some
230,000 transport vehicles
have been deregistered so that
they can be equipped for truck
toll data collection in Germany.
Meanwhile, the limited
availability of ship freight has
led to order bottlenecks which,
experts claim, will not be fully
resolved until the third quarter
of 2010.
The German Adhesives
Association Industrieverband
Klebstoffe (IVK) says that the
supply problems and the
spiralling prices are critical for
natural raw materials - and in
particular for petrochemical
commodities to produce hotmelt adhesives, certain
dispersion adhesives and
contact adhesives. These
adhesive systems are used in
almost all areas of industry
and across a wide range of
trades.
At present forecasters do
not predict an imminent
shortfall in adhesives as the
industry is addressing these
developments by
reformulating and by sourcing
alternative commodities.
While this approach is timeconsuming and expensive, it
ensures that the demand for
adhesives will in the long
term continue to be met,
states the Dusseldorf-based
association.
Tel: +49(0) 211/67931-10
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W10 Working with Wood exhibition
3-6 October 2010

W10Shownotes

reality
check
so we didn’t all drop off a cliff or
have to retrain as hairdressers. no
one says it’s easy but most think
that the curve is swinging
upwards.
Thankfully the darkest days of
2009 are giving way to more
tolerable business climate, at least something in which sound
businesses can move forward again.
Smart operations won’t be sitting wishing for a magical return to
times of plenty. Instead they will realise that the new environment is
full of opportunity for those prepared to be positive, realistic and
totally open minded. Adopting that attitude gives you a clear
advantage over the dreamers or the doom mongers.
That positive realism has been essential in delivering the right
show for the times. Last year was full of rumour and downright
fantasy. First one major name and then another became the focus of
speculation, equally unfounded assertions were heard that the
national show for this industry would disappear into the abyss.
A bit like the swine flu hysteria recently we have had to swim
through a deluge of extreme opinion. Worldwide mutating killer
super bug or insignificant sniffle? Neither as it turned out - a small
minority tragically died, some were left untouched and many had an
unpleasant week or so taken out of their lives.
How much you can agree with that analogy depends on your
personal experience of the recession of course. If you are reading this
then it’s highly likely that you are still in the business of working
with wood so it’s time to look forward
Here we are all again on the cusp of W10 - and its brimming with
major suppliers eager to show you their products and developments
for manufacturers who are now looking to shape their businesses for
the new landscape.
Come to W10 with a willingness to explore all the possibilities for
your business. You just might leave with a new spring in your step.
John smith-Bodden

NEC Birmingham

thanks to our exhibitors
as visitors to the exhibition, and a key part of UK manufacturing, this
exhibition is for you to use as a unique showcase on your doorstep.
however, let’s not forget the exhibitors who had the confidence to
commit to their presence at W10 even when times looked quite grim.
Exhibiting at a national event such as W10 is a considerable investment
for suppliers and, in the sort of times we are passing through, needs to be
thought about carefully. National trade exhibitions of this scale really need
to be at the NEC or premier London locations - it’s a well known fact that
these venues are expensive to hire but most exhibitors want to meet you in
these best, convenient, locations.
You can imagine the effort and cost for suppliers showing and
demonstrating their products - and the fact that they continue to do so in
more difficult times shows clearly how much they care about their product
and you, their customers.
It’s worth remembering that a supplier willing to meet you face to face in
this way is especially likely to be a brilliant supplier to work with. That they are keen to display their product alongside competitors shows a
pride and confidence in their product range. In these challenging times this type of quality supplier is going to be a good partner in equipping
your business.
You can do yourself a favour and at the same time reward their faith in your business - simply come along and meet them in October.

Pre-register now and get in the W10 picture
You can pre-register to visit W10 Working with
Wood, quickly and simply on line at
www.w10exhibition.com. You could also win the
stunning sony hX5 cybershot compact camera a great tool for your business and pleasure use.
Pre register today and you’ll get ☛ Fast hassle free entry into the show.
☛ Valuable e-mail updates as exhibitors release news on the
products or offers they will have for you at the show.
☛ the latest on exhibition facilities and attractions for you at W10

The HK5 offers a
range of professional imaging
technology in a compact, lightweight design

☛ Free entry into the W10 prize draw to win one of these versatile and powerful cameras. see website for details.
PLUs - we’ll remind you about the show open days as it gets closer
Pre reGister noW at

www.w10exhibition.com

this is your exhibition

Get ahead with W10
We are all increasingly hard pressed for time and certainly a day at W10 gives you instant access to
the whole of your industry at one go. You know that you need to explore the latest developments in
technology and materials - equally you know this is hard to do in the bustle of your business trying
to get ahead in challenging times.
That is the beauty of a trade exhibition - your small investment of dedicated time at the show will bring
massive rewards enabling you to get ahead of competitors, see new methods and explore fresh
possibilities for your business.
Making your current product more efficiently or realising that you can make whole new product ranges
by using the latest advances will quickly translate into profit for you.
The chance to have a day at the national industrial woodworking exhibition for the UK only comes
along every 2 years - it’s probably the best use of a business day you’ll have in 2010.
Entry to W10 Working with Wood, parking at the NEC and catalogues in the halls are all free. Register
online at www.w10exhibition.com.

W10 Working with Wood is
the UK wide national
exhibition for industrial
woodworking. it is backed by
the giant eumabois federation
of european sector trade
associations and recognised
across the world as the shop
window for the UK market.
Even more importantly this
show is about your business.
Although the major machinery
names will be at the NEC as
usual the show is expanding to
offer much more. So W10 is not
JUST about businesses with the
need for big machinery - it’s
also about the timber,
components, fastenings and
services you use in your
business every day.
Early in 2010 you told us
clearly in a visitor wide survey
that you loved seeing
machinery, being able to
compare, contrast and have

close up demonstrations of
technology. And you told us you
wanted more - in fact everything
your business uses under one
roof. That is the aim of W10 and
future shows under new
commercial management.
If you work with wood in any
way within your business then

this is the show for you. Joinery
manufacturers, furniture, shop
fitting, construction, fencing,
packaging, transport, luxury
goods . . . the list goes on.
If you are in the industry then
its time to take a fresh look at it.
Be at the national industrial
woodworking event for the UK

From around the world
if you find yourself impatient to get to the nec and into the halls spare a thought for how far
some exhibitors have travelled to meet you there! Microvellum, australian software specialists
face quite a trip - as do timber suppliers from chile, igniss terra. a growing contingent from
taiwan and china will also have plenty of in flight movie time!
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Success for
Biesse’s
One2One event!
The latest Biesse Group UK Open Days were described as a ‘One2One’ event with the
emphasis on providing an interactive environment for customers which allowed them to
attend a number of seminars and discuss aspects other than just Biesse machines.
n top of the impressive
display of Biesse
O
machinery, visitors could
meet a number of allied
companies and organisations
giving a wide ranging
experience. Amongst these
were FIRA and TRADA,
Hafele, Wood Waste Control,
a number of software
companies, Rehau and
tooling concerns. However,
the major ancillary impact
was made by the workshops
based on the Kaizen concept
which Biesse adopted in Italy
some 2 years ago, which we
reported upon in our
November issue last year. It
is a production management
system developed by Toyota
and then adopted by
Porsche who found it so
successful that they
launched Porsche Consulting
to roll it out in general.
Biesse found it ideal for their
needs in Italy and the UK
subsidiary played host to the
Biesse Kaizen Academy for
the duration of the One2One

event where the interactive
workshop proved so
successful it was fully
booked for each of the three
days.
The success of the event
also showed in numerous
orders placed throughout the
3 day event, totalling over
£500,000. One of which was
for the BiesseSand Regal
330 Sanding machine, which
was sold to On-Wood

Products based in Harlow,
Essex.
Biesse UK’s Managing
Director, Steve Bulmer, said
that over 150 preregistrations were received
for the event, but that the
prime purpose was to allow

customers “Who may not
know us, to experience what
kind of company we are. We
want potential customers to
look deep inside Biesse UK,
meet the team, see the
spares and experience the
support systems that we
have in place. Ultimately, we
are a facilitator for them to
make products to the highest
standards all the time. This
can only be achieved
through a caring and
professional service, which
we now pride ourselves
upon.”
Despite the economic
downturn, Biesse UK report
only a 20% drop in turnover
between 2008 and 2009

despite an overall UK drop of
around 60% woodworking
machinery imports during
that period. With a 15%
above target achievement in
the first quarter of this year
and remaining on track
overall, Mr Bulmer is happy
with the results to date. He
also points out that Biesse
UK own their own premises
without any mortgage, they
have no overdraft, loans or
owings to the Italian parent
company, and the Wood
Division made a profit last
year despite the economy.
“We have kept a head count
of 40 and not reduced in any
way the customer facing
numbers. We still have a

field service team of 14 ‘fully
employed’ technicians and
are continually improving our
performance on spare parts
service from our huge UK
inventory” he concludes.
At the recent
Technodomus Exhibition in
Italy, Biesse launched their
ëgreen project initiative’
outlining the energy savings
etc which accrue from the
company’s adherence to
these principles allied to
production performance.
(See panel below).
Tel: 01327 300366
Fax: 01327 705150
Email:
info@biesse.co.uk
www.biesse.co.uk

Biesse launches the Green project
Interview with Lara Maggiore, Biesse Marketing Communications Manager
1. How did Biesse come up
with the idea of producing
energy efficient machines?
When did you start to
develop “sustainable”
technology?

Biesse’s Nigel Elmes (right) with Tom (left) and Tony Bean who
purchased this BiesseSand Regal 33D and a 4 axis Rover B for
their new On-Wood Products venture

The “greening” of Biesse
came about through our
constant search for
increasingly competitive
solutions that benefit our
clients. Energy savings
translate into immediate and
real cost savings which
means that we can guarantee
a competitive advantage to
our clients whilst being more
environmentally aware and
friendly. Being green does not
only mean having a “virtuous”
approach and producing
machines which cause less
harm to the environment but
also means being able to
guarantee our clients more
“sustainable” and economical
manufacturing methods.
Biesse has devised this
target and has chosen to
position itself not just as a
technological company but as
an eco-technological
company. With the
introduction of the
TECHNOLOGY logo, a
perfect synthesis of
technology and ecology,
Biesse wants to underline this
change of direction.
2. What is the project and
how is it applied to your
products?
The Green project has very
ambitious targets: to find
highly technological solutions
that reduce energy
consumption, have a positive
effect on the environment and
provide cost savings for the
client.
We started with some of
the latest generation Biesse
machines which meet these
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standards: they cause less
pollution through optimisation
of the work processes and
lower CO2 emissions, one of
the main causes of the
greenhouse effect. The
results of the efforts made are
very encouraging: a
reduction in carbon dioxide
emissions of up to 30 tonnes
per annum and energy cost
savings of up to €5,000 per
annum.

vacuum is required are
activated. Suction optimisation
ensures that wood shavings
and waste material are
vacuumed away only when
necessary thereby avoiding
energy waste.
4. Do you have a
technological partner?

possibility of overseeing and
giving commands to the
machine from any point on
the line; greater after-sales
flexibility guaranteed by the
reduced time and costs
required for after-sales
integration.

For a company like Biesse it
is essential to have

5. Are Biesse plans for the
next few years totalled
focussed on a green
approach?

technological partners that
guarantee we successfully
meet all the challenges
thrown at us by the market.
Given this, Biesse has set
up productive collaborations
with Beckhoff and Bosch
Rexroth that have resulted in
the creation of the B-cubed
range: motors that are low on
energy consumption but
highly efficient, a futuristic
dream that has now been
realised.
In addition to the
technological results, the
partnerships between Biesse,
Beckhoff and Bosch Rexroth
have led to further benefits
for our clients: staff
interchangeability and a lower
number of line operators
required; fast set-up times,
with lower costs and shorter
installation times; simplified
line management, with the

The Green project, launched
at Technodomus, is just
beginning. In the next few
years our efforts will be
focussed on enhancing this
trend and will concentrate
evermore on the design and
creation of environmentally
friendly products. Talking
numbers, in the two-year
period 2010-2011, we plan to
launch 22 new products for
wood working, suitable for
small and large entities, as
well as large industrial
companies, new technologies
for the glass and stone
divisions, HSD (Mechatronic)
solutions and software.
Biesse feels very strongly
about developing solutions
that are in harmony with
ecology, are environmentally
friendly but also answer the
needs of our clients: this is
just the first step.

Akron 440 - part of the Green
Project from Biesse

3. But let’s have more
details so that we can
understand the true nature
of this environmentally
friendly technology…
Firstly, there is intelligent
energy management, which
adjusts the machine
performance to the job in
hand. Automatic stand-by
“switches off” features of the
machine not required for the
job with a consequent
reduction in energy
consumption. Continuous
monitoring of energy
consumption gives real time
control of energy consumption.
Energy recovery permits some
of the kinetic energy to be
recovered from the electrospindle motor and reconverted
into electricity. Efficient
vacuum generation means
that only those pumps where a

You cAn now visit woodworking news online
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Improved dust
extraction and
control for
Vale (UK) Ltd
Leading retail fit-out specialist, Vale (UK) Ltd., has
recently contracted Dust Control Systems Ltd to install a
new energy-efficient dust extraction system at its
workshops in Prescot on Merseyside.
he privately-owned
T
company, which employs
65 people, provides a
comprehensive refurbishment
and fit-out service for major
retail outlets. Mostly
operating as principal
contractor, Vale (UK) has an
impressive client list of high
street names including Tesco,
Matalan, McDonalds, Dunelm
Mill and the Co-operative
Group.
Contracts are varied, from
strip-out and refit projects to
large store conversions, often
requiring installation of
mezzanine floors. Both
standard and bespoke joinery
is produced in a purpose built
10,000 sq. ft. workshop which
is equipped with a wide range
of modern woodworking
machinery.

main extraction fan and
ducting, also incorporates the
DCS Dynamic Drive System
which automatically
determines the precise
extraction volumes required
as woodworking machines
come on and off-line;
adjusting the main fan speed
accordingly. The system
responds dynamically to meet
demand, providing optimum
extraction just when it’s
needed.”
At the heart of the
extraction system, the
modular filter unit is fitted with
high-performance polyester
filter bags, which cope
efficiently with varying loads
of wood dust and chips.
Collected waste is discharged
‘pressure-free’ into a
container housed beneath the

High efficiency modular filter copes with varying loads of dust
and chips at Vale (UK).

Kundig manufacture a broad range of wide
belt and edge sanding machines and also
design and manufacture bespoke machines to
individual customer’s requirements.

The DCS Dynamic Drive System adjusts fan speed as machines
come on and off-line.

Vale (UK) is a longstanding customer of DCS
and, following a decision to
invest further in new state-ofthe-art woodworking
machinery, the firm had no
hesitation in calling in DCS to
evaluate the changing
extraction requirements.
Melvyn Bathgate, sales
director of DCS Ltd says:
“Although Vale’s 18-year-old
DCS ‘E-Series’ filter was still
working well, it was unable to
cope with the additional
demands of a high
performance CNC router and
new table panel saw. We
successfully proposed an
externally-located, highefficiency modular filter,
designed to handle an airflow
capacity of 12,000m3/hour.
The complete installation,
which includes a low-noise

These special machines
are known as the
‘Technic’ series which
include top and bottom
sanding lines, CNC
sanding machines,
calibration and finishing
for non ferrous
materials.

filter. In addition, the system
is designed to return warm
filtered air back into the
workshop to help reduce
heating bills.
Mike Kissack, general
manager of Vale (UK), whose
responsibilities also take in
Health & Safety, says:
“Everyone is pleased with the
new extraction plant which
undoubtedly provides
improved dust extraction and
control whilst making
considerable energy savings.
But, most importantly, there’s
far less dust around the
place; improving the quality of
the working environment and
creating a more comfortable
atmosphere.”
Tel: 0800 040 7116
Fax: 01924 482530
www.DCSlimited.co.uk
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Shown above is a typical Kundig Technic machine,
having 3 sanding heads, including 1 calibration roller
and 2 ‘Brilliant’ heads. This machine is used for lacquer
sanding high gloss interior veneered door cappings.
This machine is installed at the Jaguar Motor Car veneer
manufacturing plant in Coventry.
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Interior Surfaces
attracts new
customers with
Homag 5-axis router

The 12 piece rapid
tool changer unit

With more than 20 years experience, Interior Surfaces has the knowledge and skill to
handle most applications where solid surfaces or laminate finishes are required. The
company consistently goes the extra mile to make sure its clients get the quality finish
they expect, on time and within budget. To this end, it has invested heavily in state of the
art machinery - the Homag BOF 711 being its latest acquisition.

I

nterior Surfaces’ managing
director, Jim Mackenzie,
takes up the story, “The
BOF 711 has made a
colossal difference to our
business since it was
installed at the beginning of
the year. Nobody else in the
solid surface market has a 5-

axis machine of this size and
capability, and for us it has
opened up a wealth of
opportunities.
“We are fast becoming
recognised as the specialist
manufacturer of bespoke
Corian® products. The BOF
711 has been hugely

influential in maximising the
flexible properties and
desirable finish obtainable
from DuPont™ Corian®.
“Despite the not
inconsiderable investment
required to buy the BOF
machine, it was not a difficult
decision. We looked at a
number of the leading
brands’ 5-axis routers. At the
end of the day, however, we
have been so happy with the
machines and service we
have had from Homag it was
unlikely we would go
anywhere else.
“Our first buy from Homag,
the Brandt KD22
edgebander, was back in
1996. Since then, we have
replaced it with a KD67C
edgebander and added a
Brandt postformer, a Weeke
BHP 200 CNC machine and
a Holzma HPP 350 beam
saw, which has proved to be
a vital piece of kit for us.
During that time, we have
also bought other machines
from Homag that we have
since sold on as we
upgraded to higher spec
equipment.
“Throughout our
partnership with Homag their
service has been absolutely
outstanding. They sort out
issues quickly, whether via
their internet diagnostic
support or their superb
engineers who visit if
necessary.
“As for the machines
themselves, they are first
class. We have 42 people
working in the business and
the guys out on the shopfloor
are real craftsmen. Our
knowledge of laminate and
solid surface materials is
extensive, but without the
machinery we would not be
able to provide the flexible,
speedy, consistent, quality
service that sets us apart

The work tables transport the job into the machine

from the competition.
“When we bought our first
machine from Homag UK our
turnover was around £450k;
14 years later we have
reached the £3m mark and
last year alone, despite the
recession, we saw 50%
growth in the business.
There is no way we could
have achieved that without
Homag.
“We have huge faith in
their team, especially Simon
Brooks, their sales and
marketing director. Simon
has a real understanding and
depth of knowledge, not only
as to the capabilities of the
Homag machines, but also
the unique requirements of

our business. It was Simon
who suggested we look at
the Homag 5-axis router and
I owe him a big ‘thank you’
for pointing us in the right
direction because it has
transformed our offering.
“A colleague and I went
over to Germany for five
days training on the BOF and
that gave us confidence that
it would do what Simon
promised. Now we have had
it in, however, we are
discovering it can do even
more than we had expected;
tasks we didn’t think were
possible on a router.
“Alongside the Weeke
CNC machine, the BOF 711
has really put our business

on the map as a fabricator of
very, very complex work. I
am spending more and more
time with clients - architects,
high-end shopfitters and
construction companies - in
London working on exciting
and challenging projects.
There is a real buzz around
the company and the work
we do which now extends to
far flung places such as
Doha and Qatar.
“The other benefit of
dealing with Homag is the
superb software they offer
with their equipment. It is
easy to use and enables us
to get the maximum
efficiencies from the
machines. For the BOF 711,
Homag recommended the
addition of the TopSolid
software and I have to say, it
is a fantastic bit of kit, easy
to use and extremely
versatile.
“If you are looking to take
you business to the next
level you would be crazy not
to talk to Homag. Not only
will they give you first class
advice, but they will organise
finance for you to ease cash
flow, enabling you to make
the investment now rather
than later. With the BOF, we
took up their finance
package and supplemented
this with a grant from the
local authority,” concludes
Jim.
Tel: +44 (0)1332 856500
Fax: +44 (0)1332 856400
Email:
info@homag-uk.co.uk
www.homag-uk.co.uk

Small companies continue to struggle
in the UK Timber Products market
63 small companies in the
UK Timber Products
industry are in financial
difficulty as the lingering
effects of the credit crunch
continue to bite hardest at
the lower end of the market.
According to market
analysts Plimsoll and their
new report on conditions in
the Timber Products industry,
smaller companies have not
had the same facilities to ride
out the recession as well as
their larger counterparts.
David Pattison, author of
the Plimsoll Analysis - Timber
Products explains, “While
large companies have relied
on their size, brands and
better access to cash, smaller
companies have been left
16 woodworking news June 2010

high and dry”.
He continues, “We have
given 63 small companies a
Danger rating. While
conditions have improved of
late, I fear a high proportion
will fail. Whereas large
companies can call on banks
and parent companies or cut
out loss making parts of their
operations, smaller
companies are increasingly
running out of cash”.
Pattison also points out how
small companies are
struggling to maintain their
market share and being
squeezed out of the market,
“239 small companies are
selling less than last year.
Clearly they have seen
demand for their products dip

or worse still, a new
competitor has emerged. With
their finances already
stretched, they have little left
in their arsenal to fight back”.
So what next for these
small companies? Pattison
says, “There are clearly too
many small companies
chasing too little market. The
inevitable consequence is
another round of
consolidation with large
competitors buying small
companies at a discount. Of
the 408 companies with
assets of less than £3million,
we have identified 205
companies as being
vulnerable to takeover”.
The new Plimsoll Industry
Analysis - Timber Products

You cAn now visit woodworking news online

will tell you instantly which
companies are prospering in
the post recession market
place, those taking a big
gamble and those heading for
trouble. It gives an instant
performance rating on 750
companies and highlights
those ripe for acquisition.
Each company is assessed
using the Plimsoll Model - A
graphical and written analysis
that lays bare the facts and
gives you instant opinion.
Readers of Woodworking
News are entitled to a £50
discount of this new special
edition of the Plimsoll Industry
Analysis - Timber Products.
Call 01642 626400 for further
details and quote reference
PR/CS81.
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A wise move for
Wood & Wisdom
Searching for a better way to keep up with quotes and cutting lists, Adam King from
Wood & Wisdom investigated Joinerysoft’s Joinery Management Software. Impressed
with JMS reporting functions and how accessible information was, Adam bought JMS in
June 2009 and has never looked back. His only regret is that he didn’t buy the software
sooner!

I

nvolved in joinery since he
was knee high, Adam grew
up on a contractor’s yard
with blacksmiths and joiners
and naturally fell into their
footsteps. Now a joiner (and
blacksmith) himself he has
taken over his father’s timber
haulage business and
changed it into a joinery
workshop specialising in the
restoration of period
buildings. Moving to premises
in Balcombe, W. Sussex he
has with the help of his
brother and a couple of
apprentices slowly grown the
business to six joiners. With a
mix of private and trade
customers Wood & Wisdom
rely upon their reputation and
word of mouth predominately
for repeat business.
Solely responsible for
generating cutting lists,
organising the workshop and
also quoting, Adam was
working long hours to keep
up with the workload.
Deciding there had to be a
simpler way of doing things,
Adam remembered seeing
JMS at the W8, Woodworking
Show, but hadn’t stopped for
a demo. Keen to move
forward quickly, he arranged
to see an internet demo
during his honeymoon in
Crete!
Adam says, “My eyes lit up
simply at the speed of which I

could order fittings and glass.
JMS provides a professional
look and reports are easy to
read.” Purchasing the
software immediately after
the demo, Adam confirms
JMS has changed the way
they do business. “JMS has
reduced our manufacturing
times simply by my ability to
order materials quicker. The
Sash Window module in
particular has been a huge
help to us. I can now order
the lead, glass, cord, fittings,
and springs if needed, upfront
before the job is even
started.” He also believes the
professional quotes give the
customer confidence to place
the job with them. Customers
like the new look professional
quotes. With true scale
diagrams and detailed
descriptions, they can clearly
see what they are getting

from the start. Adam believes
it tips the balance in his
favour. He adds, “JMS has
established us a serious
competitor in this part of the
country. We now look like a
professional company that
wants to get on and do some
work. It has really made our
brand.”
JMS training took place on
site, by a qualified joiner over
two days. Adam comments,
“Training was very
informative and steady. After
two days I was spitting out
quotes easily.” Finding JMS
easy to learn Adam adds,
“Although there is a steep
learning curve after a while it
becomes intuitive. The
software is very methodical
and well within grasp. It is
also useful to remember that
Joinerysoft support is only at
the end of the phone. They
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know what they are talking
about and quickly guide me
through anything I’ve
forgotten.” Joinerysoft also
offer flexible payment terms
meaning that Wood and
Wisdom was able to pay in 4
monthly instalments helping
cash flow.
JMS saves more than a
third of Adam’s time allowing
him to take on more work.
Adam rarely spends time in
the workshop now; the
detailed cutting lists provide
all the information his joiners
need to get on with the job
and with JMS able to quote
so easily he spends more
time visiting customers and
ensuring that jobs are coming
in. Ordering materials upfront
with JMS has improved lead

times which mean that jobs
get out the door quicker and
are invoiced quicker too!
With JMS keeping track of
profit margins, Adam is able
to know where and when
discounts are applicable.
With such a close control on
costs it means that he is able
to go back to suppliers at the
start of a job and renegotiate
prices for timber if necessary.
With such detailed knowledge
of his costs it means that
discounts don’t have to come
off his bottom line, but instead
highlight where cost savings
need to be made.
Intending to grow further,
but at a steady rate that won’t
give him any headaches,
Adam is keen to implement
processes that ensure no
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mistakes get made. He says,
“To this aim, JMS has been
brilliant, really taken a whole
weight off my mind.” Since
the introduction of JMS,
Wood and Wisdom have
taken on an additional
apprentice. Having already
trained and retained three
apprentices, Adam is
confident that this latest one
will be with them for a long
time too. He concludes, “JMS
has changed our business for
the better.”
Wood & Wisdom
01444 819119
woodwisdom@btconnect.com
Joinerysoft Ltd
01608 643302
www.joinerysoft.com
enquiries@joinerysoft.com
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High Quality wide belt
sanding machines
available in a wide range of models
including Sandrite, Select and Elite
Bespoke and customer-orientated sanding solutions /
Modular machine construction
Top and bottom sanding machines /
Standard working widths ranging from 300 to 1650 mm
Accurate and easy settings / Sturdy and reliable / Simple and
operator friendly / Various safety devices to protect both
operator and machine / Reliable delivery and after-sales service

Boere Machinefabriek BV Tel: +31(0)182 614400
Email: info@boere.nl www.boere.nl
Calderbrook Woodworking Machinery Tel: 01706 873344

www.woodworkingnews.co.uk
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Organisations
invited to trial
new woodfuel
boiler

Sit back and enjoy the
new designs from Renolit
RENOLIT introduces 19
new effects for the first
update of its global 3D
stock range since the
company introduced the
integrated RENOLIT
COVAREN and RENOLIT
ALKOREN brands at
Interzum 2009. Since then,
work has continued to
predict current trends and
develop new designs to
ensure the range remains a
leading authority at the
forefront of modern surface
design.
The 19 new designs
represent a cross section of
the latest new woodgrain
designs, modern abstract
structures and striking high
gloss solid colours. In detail
these are (shown right):-

DESIGN NAME
HG Foskari Oak Choco
HG Zebrano
(Zebrano)
Horift White-Gold P-Q
Pecan Cosmos White
Driftwood 1
Driftwood 2
Driftwood 3
Casual Elm 1 SC
Messina PC
HG White
HG Arctic White
HG Jasmine
HG Bordeaux
HG Black

Featured here is a
selection from these new
designs portrayed with a
“lifestyle” theme, so just sit
back and reflect a while on
some these inspirational
choices.

DESIGN NAME
French Oak Grey 65
Nova Magnolia
Centauri Wolfram Grey
Tauern A
Camara A

TAUERN A 46379
Undeniably recognisable,
beech’s continued popularity
presents the opportunity for
re-invention. Tauern is
destined to become the new
classic. It boasts appealing
and distinctive features
breathing fresh life into the
Beech market.
ZEBRANO HG 096/03-9001
This decorative exotic wood
is a realistic adaptation of the
Central American zebrawood.
Aptly named, it features
narrow streaks of dark brown

RENOLIT COVAREN
NUMBER
071/02-9001
096/03-9001

SPECIES
High Gloss (Oak)
High Gloss

952/15 8724
90542-8538
4218 001-154
4218 002-154
4218 003-154
1299 001-050
46398
90901-9001
90610-9001
90707-9001
36530-9001
99018-9001

Special effect
Solid Colour
Exotic
Exotic
Exotic
Exotic (Elm)
Ash
High Gloss
High Gloss
High Gloss
High Gloss
High Gloss

NUMBER
435/65-1539
90721-8060
77069-8443
46379
46417

SPECIES
Oak
Solid Colour
Solid Colour
Beech
Exotic (Ash)

RENOLIT ALKOREN

to black stripes on a pale light
background.
Designed to replicate the
alternating pattern of a
quarter sawn log, the
dramatic features are
accentuated by a high gloss
finish to give a distinctive and
appealing focus for a modern
setting. The effect is coordinated with Egger’s
Natural Tauern H3911
colourway.
CASUAL ELM 1 SC 1299
001-050
This light grey-limed version

determine as time, erosion
and wave action have
stripped it back to its pure
structure. Its “feel me”
textured surface adding to its
realism. Shown here
Driftwood 3 is the palest of
the three different colours
brought into the range. It
evokes a feeling of having
idled a while on a tropical
sun-soaked beach. All three
Driftwoods co-ordinate with
an Egger board. Driftwood 3
matches reference H3090.
CAMARA A 46417
The use of Ash goes way
back in time. As a soft, light
coloured wood it consistently
appeals to each generation.
Traditional nature influences
the design of this recent
development. It is gentle and
pale with an undertone of
high strength and resilience.
It will definitely appeal to both
kitchen and bedroom
markets. Coordinates with
Kronospan’s Samara Luce
D8567 colour-way.

of the traditional elm
combines relaxed with casual
to produce an “easy living”
design. It works well both on
its own or co-ordinated with
any vibrant plain colour to
reflect an individuals
character or create a specific
atmosphere. Casual Elm is
matched to Kronospan’s
D8514.

For more information or to
request a sample of these
shown above or any other
item in the RENOLIT
COVAREN and RENOLIT
ALKOREN ranges of 3D
forming veneers please
contact
RENOLIT
Cramlington Ltd,
Station Road,
Cramlington, NE21 5HA.

DRIFTWOOD 3 4218 003154
Driftwood is a new linear
woodgrain whose exact
species is difficult to

Tel: 01670 718222,
Fax: 01670 590096,
email: renolit.cramlington@
renolit.com.

Organisations across
Yorkshire and Humber can
trial a wood-powered steam
boiler at no capital cost,
thanks to the availability of
the UK’s first industrialscale demonstration boiler,
funded by CO2Sense
Yorkshire.
With rising energy costs,
woodfuel offers a sustainable,
secure and cost competitive
alternative to fossil fuels,
helps to meet obligations
such as the Carbon
Reduction Commitment, and
qualifies for payments under
the forthcoming Renewable
Heat Incentive.
Testing of the new boiler,
which produces steam from
wood pellet fuel, has just
completed.. Organisations
are now being invited to lease
the boiler, giving them an
opportunity to gain hands-on
experience of and confidence
in the technology.
Produced by Byworth
Boilers of Keighley, the two
megawatt boiler was
commissioned by CO2Sense
to allow organisations to trial
woodfuel technology without
the need for up front capital
outlay. The £300,000
commission was provided by
the CO2Sense Woodfuel
Programme, which promotes
the supply and use of wood
as a sustainable and
environmentally friendly fuel,
in Yorkshire and the Humber.
CO2Sense is a business
support and market
development programme

funded by Yorkshire Forward
and the European Regional
Development Fund.
“Two key barriers to the
uptake of wood burning
boilers are the high capital
cost for purchase combined
with a lack of familiarity and
experience with the
technology,” said Woodfuel
Programme manager Gordon
Watts. “With woodfuel boilers
being a relatively new and
unknown technology, many,
organisations are
understandably reticent to
invest in a large capital outlay
without prior experience.”
The boiler, available for
lease for up to six months by
organisations within the
region, has been built into a
purpose built container as a
mobile unit, making it easy to
install on site. Organisations
that the boiler is expected to
suit include those with a high
and steady steam demand
such as hospitals, swimming
pools and certain industrial
processes.
Gordon Watts added: “This
boiler is a great way for
organisations to see the
benefits of woodfuel
themselves, to gain
confidence in the technology
and to help them make the
jump to installing a boiler of
their own.”
Organisations interested in
the ‘try before you buy’
scheme can contact Mark
Gregory at CO2Sense on
0113 237 8469 for further
information.

Roseberry
Joinery wins
national contract
with FSC
Roseberry Joinery Ltd in Middlesbrough has
been awarded FSC chain of custody
certification with BM TRADA Certification Ltd.
Specialists in bespoke joinery for both
commercial and domestic projects, Roseberry
Joinery has been able to fulfil a national
contract as a result.
The company’s service includes not only
manufacture but also design, finishing and
installation. Its 5,000 ft2 premises incorporate a
machine shop, assembly and finishing facility.
Partner Alex Stewart said, ‘As well as offering
peace of mind to our customers that we are
sourcing timber for their prestige contracts
responsibly, FSC certification ensures that we are
able to compete with larger companies nationwide.
Although the quality of our work speaks for itself
and we enjoy a high level of repeat business, chain
of custody certification is essential to demonstrate
our commitment to environmental issues now and in
the future.’
www.rbjoinery.com / www.bmtrada.com
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(From left to right) Gordon Watts, CO2Sense Yorkshire Woodfuel
Programme Manager, Mark Gregory, CO2Sense Yorkshire Project
Manager, Chris I’Anson, Director, I’Anson Bros Ltd and Peter
Baldwin, Managing Director, Byworth Boilers hope the new boiler
will be popular with local businesses

You cAn now visit woodworking news online
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t’s the second year of the
communication campaign
promoted by Eumabois the European federation
grouping the leading
national Associations
representing the
manufacturers of machines
and accessories for
woodworking - to
safeguard original
products.
Now more than ever, it is
essential to identify the key
elements that clearly separate
those who pursue research
and innovation, developing
solutions that create quality,
from those who just “follow”
with poor imitations.
Eumabois is sending out a
strong message to industry
operators: before you choose
a tool, machine, plant or
equipment, make sure that it
is the result of an industrial
process based on a correct
sequence of stages, of
constant commitment to
consistent improvement and
knowledge transfer into final
products.
In a very complicated
economic scenario, the price
factor has a very strong
appeal, but when the gap is
clearly too wide, it is no
longer just a matter of
competition: you have to think
about “what you don’t see”.
The Eumabois campaign is
casting a spotlight on those
apparently intangible values
that are actually the
foundations of quality
production. Seven concepts,
seven plusses that
distinguish original European
technology, values that often
cannot be seen, cannot be
easily measured.
Before you choose a
production line or even a
single bit, a disk blade or a
router, you have to analyze it
in relation to concepts like
quality, hi-tech, know-how,
reliability, safety, efficiency
and experience. These are
the seven keywords of the
Eumabois campaign.
SAFETY
This time we are focusing on
safety, on the increasing
commitment to produce
equipment, tools, machines
and plants that are safe and
take into consideration the
health of operators.
We cannot deny that
woodworking machinery has
always been mostly
dangerous, also because the

Choose the original choose success: SAFETY
workpieces could be handled
manually, allowing hazardous
proximity between the
operator and the moving tool,
i.e. the hazardous area. This
situation dates far back in
time and, to be honest,
applies to most production
equipment, although
accidents have been
particularly frequent in the
woodworking industry, as
shown in the European
statistics on industrial
accidents.
Safety is one of the most
critical factors that must be
taken into account when
designing any woodworking
equipment. For many years
now, the laws of all European
countries have introduced
strict and specific obligations
and/or have fixed the
essential features and
specifications to obtain safety
certifications and markings.
This action has certainly
contributed to a massive and
consistent reduction of
accidents in furniture factories
and joiner workshops.
Another step forward was
made in 1995, when all these
rules and regulations were
combined in a European
directive, the Machinery
Directive, which was then
updated and upgraded in
2009 with the introduction of
the 2006/42/EC regulation,
coupled with a specific set of
standards that provide for
clear interpretation and
indicate applicable technical
solutions to increase the
“safety degree” of machinery.
It is worth noticing that this
huge “corpus” was created
with a significant contribution
by European manufacturers,
who were involved in the final
draft with their tangible
experience based on daily
work, their skills and the
results of research carried out
by companies for many years:
now, 35 European standards
regulate the universe of
woodworking machinery,

defining and ensuring their
compliance with the highest
safety levels. Today, safety is
no longer a matter of
sensitivity of individual
entrepreneurs or companies,
but rather a set of actions,
rules and procedures to be
complied with.
The safety culture has
taken giant steps and new
laws have played an
important role, not only
because they define clear and
precise rules, but because
they promote a culture that
puts operators, their health
and their working conditions
in the forefront. Responsible
entrepreneurs now have a set

of rules that give full dignity to
the behavior they have
always adopted for the sake
of workers and their health.
And, at the same time, they
can count on tools that
prevent those who cannot or
will not abide by the law from
spoiling the market.
And figures prove it:
woodworking technology has
been recording a strong
reduction of accidents. A new,
long-awaited age, for which
European manufacturers
have worked enthusiastically.
A success confirmed by the
gradual conversion of
European standards into ISO
standards, through closer and

say that the woodworking
industry is approaching “total
safety”.
It’s been a long and tiring
way, requiring constant and
significant investments, to
increase the safety of
technology exponentially
without compromising on its
potential or productivity. As
mentioned, this is the result of
design, experimentation and
research, that are carried on
only by those who create
technology, not those who
copy.
European Federation of
Woodworking Machinery
Manufacturers
www.eumabois.com
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Grand Unveiling of
New Window and Door
CNC at W10 Exhibition

Masterwood will be introducing their brand new concept machine, the 4Win, at the W10 exhibition in october (3rd to 6th).
this unique new design for quick and easy production of windows and doors features maximum clamping during the end jointing
and internal profiling, ensuring that the accuracy and quality of finish is to the highest standard demanded by bespoke Joinery
manufacturers. Without releasing the timber the outer profiles can then be machined, along with all ironmongery workings for locks,
handles, and hinges. during the manufacturing of frames and sashes, the clamps hold the timber firmly in place, and the tooling
passes by, giving the best possible results.
Masterwood are extremely pleased with the results so far and feel that this machine can reduce the time for manufacturing “one
off’s” and small batches of windows to a minimum. an example of this was seen recently at the Masterwood factory in rimini where
a complete storm proof window and sash (eight components) was fully machined, including for ironmongery, and assembled, in
under 15 minutes.
any type of window (casement, storm proof, sliding sash, and shapes) can be machined once the design work has been carried out
using our own MasterWindow software. in minutes you can select your window style, set the size, produce cutting sheets, glass sizes,
and all machine programmes. the programmes are then optimised on to the 4Win ensuring the quickest and best solutions for
running your product on the bed. Up to six components can be machined in one full bed setting. the 4Win can also be linked to a Pc
controlled frame cramp so that the one operator can machine the parts, and assemble them at the same time, reducing labour costs to
a minimum.
daily demonstrations will be run on the 4Win at the W10 exhibition, but if you cannot wait until then, please contact the
Masterwood office for further information. tel: 01293 402700 Fax: 01293 402799 e:marjoriemsw@aol.com

masterwood GB
Masterwood GB, now established in their new office in crawley,
sussex, is providing the support and back up for
all existing and new Masterwood customers.
With the full backing and approval of the italian manufacturer
we are able to supply our own UK based cnc technicians for
breakdowns, repairs, and servicing of all Masterwood and Muti
machines. spare parts are sent in direct from the Masterwood
factory. an annual service ensures that machines are kept at
their best, and can help
prevent breakdowns. We now have a number of cnc’s and Muti
mortisers over 20 years old operating in the UK and ireland.
our technicians will also set up for direct links into the
Masterwood help Line and support system, allowing a
technician to work on your machine at anytime, from anywhere
in the World.
Masterwood Software
Masterwood continue to expand their range of dedicated
software with the adding of parametric ironmongery to the
MasterWindow package, for use with the 4Win and other
machines from our cnc range.
also available is Mastersliding sash (box windows),
Masterwood stair, MasterMulti Positioning (allows a
machine bed to be filled with components and optimised for
quickest machining times, from any of the Masterwood
software), Master Louver, Mastercabinet Levels one, two and
three, and MasterWorks, the main cad/cam supplied with
every Masterwood machine.

www.woodworkingnews.co.uk

closer collaboration between
the standardization institutes
of Europe and the United
States, China, Japan and
many more non-European
countries.
There is still one issue to
solve, for which a lot has
already been done: all
manufacturers now offer
training courses for the
correct operation of complex
machines and plants, and in
these courses, safety is
always a key topic. If we keep
doing all it takes to transfer
this expertise, these vital rules
for those who will work on the
machines and production
lines, we will soon be able to

You cAn now visit woodworking news online

masterwood Stair
ONE of Masterwood’s most successful
lines over the years has been staircase
production, providing over 120
companies with a CNC and stair software
package.
In order to meet the industry’s growing
demand for increasingly complex designs,
Masterwood, in collaboration with StairBiz,
has produced Masterwood Stair, a comprehensive software
produced, including angles, curves and continuous handrails.
Simple design methods are checked against British Standards
before producing drawings, elevations, cutting lists and CNC
machine programmes. An optional fully integrated estimating
package can produce all the paperwork required for costing,
quoting, invoicing, etc, extending the company’s unique ‘from
screen to machine concept’. As with all Masterwood software,
it has been designed to talk seamlessly with
the Masterwood CNC, and is fully
compatible with other software in the
Masterwood range, giving the customer an
easy and user-friendly package.
The first UK installations have already been
carried out for new customers, and many
existing Masterwood customers are now
looking to upgrade their own systems to the
new software.
Contact the Masterwood GB office for a
demo or further information.
tel: 01293 402700
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Bütfering Quality,
consistency
and reliability
The Homag Group’s specialist manufacturer of wide belt
sanding machines, Bütfering, lives and breathes its
motto: ‘The Fascination of Sanding’. With over 60 years
experience, the company is well known around the world
for producing high quality machines that consistently give
first class sanding results.

I

t is that quality and
consistency that attracts
customers to keep coming
back to Homag UK for
Bütfering sanding equipment.
“We’ve been buying Bütfering
sanders for many years now,”
explains Martin Thornell,
founder and managing
director of Thornell Veneers,
a bespoke manufacturer of
quality natural wood
veneered panels, doors and
furniture components.
He continues, “We only
consider German machines
because of their quality,
reliability and engineering.
We’ve had at least three
Bütfering sanders and they

last for years, consistently
turning out superb finished
products.
“This new Bütfering SCO
313/RQE Diamond was
purchased to replace a
previous B¸tfering machine
that was more than ten years
old. Our current customer
requirements for short grain
panels meant we needed to
have a sander with a cross
belt. We looked at a couple of
German brands, but settled
on the B¸tfering because of
three key factors.
“Firstly, we have always
enjoyed an excellent
relationship with Bütfering
staff and that is very

Complex shapes are no problem

important to us. Secondly,
from a technological point of
view, it is more than on par
with alternatives in the market
and last, but not least,
Homag UK gave us a very
attractive deal on the
machine.
“Our customer base, which
includes the furniture trade,
shopfitters and joiners,
demands consistent matching
panels and the SCO 313
gives us the ability to provide
a quality bespoke veneered
panel service day-in, dayout.”
It’s a similar story at
Benchmark Furniture, a
company founded in 1984 by
Sir Terence Conran and Sean

The Bütfering SKO 213CC - Quality you can rely on

Sutcliffe. Benchmark is a
design led manufacturer of
bespoke furniture that
combines traditional quality
with modern technology.
Production director, Steve
Cooper takes up the story,
“Our business is all about
delivering a consistency of
high quality in everything we
do.
“Before investing in the
Bütfering SKO 213CC
machine we used to spend
hours hand sanding, pad
sanding or using orbitals. It
was laborious and time
consuming. What’s more,
achieving consistent results
was not easy. Consequently,
we made the decision to look

around the market to see
what machinery was
available that would deliver
the accurate results we
wanted and save time and
money.
“In the end we had a short
list of three companies, but
we chose Bütfering because
of past experience, the
capabilities and features of
the sander and the excellent
service we get from the
company.
“The machine has given us
the edge we were looking for.
We can deliver jobs in shorter
lead times and yet be
absolutely certain that every
panel is finished to exacting
standards, both in terms of

quality and consistency of
size and finish,” he
concludes.
Bütfering have a
comprehensive range of
sanders available, from entry
level equipment to heavyduty sanders. Throughout the
range the standards of
quality, consistency and
reliability remain true to the
principles of the company
and that’s what makes the
Bütfering difference.
For more information on
the comprehensive range of
sanders contact Homag UK
on 01332 856410.
Email:
info@homag-uk.co.uk
www.homag-uk.co.uk

SCM wide belt sander
Model Sandya 3S
Superior technical features,
the wide range of the
standard specification and
numerous options available
make the new Sandya 3S
Wide Belt Sanding machine
unique in its market
segment, capable of
meeting the challenge of all
types of sanding and
machining.
This sanding machine is
therefore a durable
investment able to meet
today’s and tomorrows
demands and is available in
950 and 1100mm working
widths and a sanding belt

length of a generous
1900mm.
A stronger structure of the
machine bed and sanding
units, larger diameter of
calibrating and sanding
rollers, an advanced
technological control system,
the new “S” wide belt sanders
demonstrate that SCM is
leading in the World
marketplace with a cuttingedge design philosophy
conceived to become a
reference point for all
automatic sanding machines.
The use of the “HPL”
planing head at the infeed of

the sander avoids the rapid
obstruction of the abrasive
belts caused by resins and
glue normally present on
glued-up or laminated panels.
By removing more material
from a panel than even with a
very coarse sanding belt, up
to 2mm each pass, the
number of sanding units
required is greatly reduced,
saving on power
requirements, and therefore
the number of passes of a
panel through the sander is
reduced saving valuable
production time.
A wide range of calibrating

sanding rollers are available.
It is possible to choose
between rubber coated rollers
from 85 up to 30 shore
hardness or a grooved steel
roller, the latter being the
ideal solution for calibrating
with large-scale chip removal
even on wood with a heavy
grain structure and knotted
solid wood, and furthermore,
it doesn’t require any
maintenance as does a
rubber roller.
A wide range of sanding
pads can be specified. The
CS combination unit has an
extractable stiff pad TRP/I,

SCM’s Sandya 3S wide belt sander

ideal for solid wood sanding.
It is also possible to add the
semi-stiff pad TSP/I and the
flexible pad TFP/I for
veneered panel sanding.
Sectional elastic pad, TES,
for sanding of veneered
panels, particularly those that
are not perfectly flat, requires
maximum sensitivity to
prevent damage to the
veneer. The TES sectional
elastic pad consists of
sectors with a single
pneumatically operated
adjustable pressure device
activated simultaneously and
making it ideal for
honeycomb surfaces.
The RCS model, with 2
sanding belts, a single Roller
plus a Combined roller / pad
unit is the secret of the
flexibility of the Sandya 3S.
The roller and then the roller /
pad can be used either
simultaneously or
independently of one another.
This ensures a wide range of
sanding options to provide
quality results with all types of
sanding.
Standard equipment
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includes powered worktable
positioning, digital readout of
the working thickness, 2
infeed support rollers and 2
outfeed support rollers on the
feed belt, flexible steel sheet
presser at the infeed to the
first working unit, rubber
coated floating rollers at the
infeed and outfeed of each
unit, electronic oscillation of
the sanding belts, automatic
star-delta start of the main
motor and feed belt speed
with 2-speed variable feed
motor.
Oscillating belt cleaning
blowers can be fitted. These
contribute to increasing the
sanding belt life, improving, at
the same time, the quality of
the finishing. To reduce the
consumption of compressed
air to a minimum, the blowing
action is timed, thus only
working when a panel or
component is being
processed.
Tel: 0115 9770044
Fax: 0115 9770946
www.scmgb.co.uk
scmgroupuk@
scmgroup.com
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Sterling board
notches up 25 years
of OSB success
Norbord is celebrating a
quarter of a century of UK
Oriented Strand Board
production with the 25th
anniversary of its Inverness
factory this summer.
During the 1970’s and early
1980’s, the UK experienced
the closure of several paper
mills and near collapse of its
forest products industry. It
was following this time that
the Inverness factory, which
now employs 125 people,
was established.
A consortium of investors,
including local businesses,
landowners, institutions and a
US financier, John Godfrey,
came together in November
1983 to form Highland Forest

Products.
With their £12.5 million
capital investment and on
land supplied by the
Highlands and Islands
Development Agency, the
consortium built the
Inverness factory which, in
June 1985, became Europe’s
first OSB manufacturer.
The factory’s product called “Sterling” oriented
strand board in recognition of
its British origins - has since
become the UK’s leading
brand and is still the only
OSB produced in the UK.
Today, the term “sterling
board” is now widely used by
British merchants and
builders.

New crosscutting
technology stadium
packing service

Three years after the
Inverness factory began
production, Canadian forest
products pioneer, Noranda
Forest Inc., acquired the
entire Highland Forest
Products shareholding and, in
1991, the company changed
its name to Norbord
Highland.
After a couple of changes,
the name reverted once and
for all to Norbord Europe in
2004.
Today, Norbord’s Inverness
factory continues to produce
high quality OSB not only for
the UK market but also for
customers throughout Europe
and is now joined by a sister
factory producing Sterling
OSB in Genk, Belgium.
For further information,
please call 01786 812 921 or
visit www.norbord.com.

Norbord is celebrating a quarter of a century of UK Oriented Strand Board production with the 25th
anniversary of its Inverness factory this summer.

Sustainable
approach to OSC and
MMC with timber

Salvador Optimising Up-cut provides new
standards of performance
Woodworking machinery distributors and manufacturers
Daltons supplied, installed and commissioned the new
Salvador Superpush 200 Fully Automatic Optimising
Crosscutting Machine equipped with infeed and outfeed
tables. The machine is designed to operate at 60 metres
per minute and is operating at double the capacity of the
previous German manufactured Crosscut.
Stadium General Manager Brian Smith acknowledges the
big improvement in production rates achieved by the new
machine which more than justifies the investment the company
have made.
The sale was handled by Daltons Sales Director Andy Walsh
who travelled up to Stadium’s Gateshead headquarters to
ascertain their requirements in detail before submitting a
proposal. The installation was handled by technical man
Steve Balchin and an engineer from Salvador who travelled
over from Italy to supervise the work.

TRADA Technology Ltd will
publish this month ‘Off-site
and modern methods of
timber construction - a
sustainable approach’,
written by Dr Robert
Hairstans, Lecturer in
Structural Engineering at
The Centre for Timber
Engineering, Edinburgh
Napier University.
Following a history of
timber and off-site
construction around the
world, the author examines
production concepts that
improve the efficiency of
timber construction. The
book, illustrated by some
150 photographs and line
drawings, underlines timber’s
many environmental
advantages and shows how
it can meet emerging design
standards.

Off-site construction (OSC)
is the manufacture and preassembly of components,
elements or modules before
installation in their final
location. Modern methods of
construction (MMC) are
about better products and
processes, their aim to
improve business efficiency,
quality, customer
satisfaction, environmental
performance and the
predictability of delivery
timescales.
Off-site and modern
methods of timber
construction - a sustainable
approach is priced at £25.00
for TRADA members and
£35.00 for non-members.
www.trada.co.uk/Bookshop,
telephone 01494 569602 or
email info@trada.co.uk to
order.

BWF sets out of the Carbon
Agenda for members
Salvador Superpush 200 installed by Daltons at the premises of
Stadium Packing Services at Gateshead

Stadium Packing Services who are a subsidiary of British
Engines Ltd are leading players in the packing industry
manufacturing and supplying packing crates and cases,
providing packaging solutions for the MOD and offering
container loading/ unloading facilities amongst their many
services.
Further information concerning Salvador Crosscutting
Systems can be obtained from the Daltons sales team
Tel 0115 986 5201
Email sales@ daltonsmachines.com
www.daltonsmachines.com
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The programme for this
year’s British Woodworking
Federation (BWF,
www.bwf.org.uk) Members’
Day focused on the
opportunities that the
Carbon Agenda is opening
up for businesses working
with wood. BWF President
Ian Purkis welcomed over
80 members to the event at
Loughborough University’s
purpose-built Conference
Centre.
The topic of the day was
put into sharp relief by a
hard-hitting keynote speech
from BRE chief executive and
Construction Products Leader
for the ODA, Dr. Peter
Bonfield. Dr. Bonfield
stressed the imperative for
the industry to develop
standardised research data to
support the powerful case for
wood in a world where “low
carbon is here and will
remain”. He highlighted how

other industries have
responded to the carbon
agenda, “racing past” to
develop the research and
data that it demands and he
underlined the key landmarks
on the road to zero carbon
over the next 10 years or so.
His presentation also
described the design,
construction and logistical
challenges of the Olympic
stadium which he reported as
significantly ahead of
schedule.
From this inspirational start,
the Day’s agenda moved to
practical workshop sessions
in which presentations by
experts in their fields were
followed by questions and
open discussion on topics
such as the low carbon
construction policy agenda,
better use of wood and
managing and marketing
wood waste. At the end of the
formal sessions, BWF staff
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members held an ‘Open
House’ to which they invited
members to come with any
questions they might have
about the topics of the Day.
The 2010 Members’ Day
also saw the launch of the
new Timber Stair
Accreditation and Fire
Certification Scheme by BWF
President and Lead Member
for stairs, Ian Purkis. The new
Scheme will create a simple
and easily understood means
to demonstrate that stairs
meet relevant performance
requirements such as loading
and deflection. It comes as a
result of the BWF’s warning
earlier this year that a lack of
understanding of the
technical requirements for
stairs within the construction
industry could lead to real
dangers for building
occupants.
For BWF Chief Executive
Richard Lambert, Members’

Day returned in style after a
break last year. He says:
“After a year off, Members’
Day had to prove its worth all
over again. The response of
those attending shows we
picked the right topic and got
the response we hoped for.
The opportunities for our
industry in the context of the
carbon agenda are huge, but
if we’re complacent about the
need to support our case with
data and research, then they
will be lost to those other
industries who have already
acted more swiftly. That is
why we chose the topic for
Members’ Day - to help and
guide our members on the
carbon agenda and to help
them take best advantage of
the opportunities it presents.”
For further information
about the BWF or any of its
schemes and initiatives call
0844 2092610 or visit the
website at www.bwf.org.uk.
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cross cUt saWs
Wadkin 14” BRA350 return spring
DC brake..................................................£1350
Maggi 640 14” CE...................................£1350
Wadkin (Dominion) CK90 upcutting
pneumatic with tables ..............................£1750
PaneL saWs
Wadkin SP12 t/arbour with scoring.........£1650
Wadkin PP 18” tilt arbour, s/table............£1950
riP saWs
Wadkin 20” BSW DC brake ....................£1850
Sedgwick TA315 single phase.................£POA
BandsaWs
Unused Charnwood W7530 21”
single phase .............................................£1050
Electra Beckum HBS500 single phase ...£650
Wadkin 30” BZB .....................................£1250
Minimax S45 ...........................................£850
PLaner thicKnesser
Startrite SD310 12 x 7 planer/
thicknesser ..............................................£850
Wadkin UO/S 18 x 9 planer/thicknesser DC brake..................................................£1950
Wadkin BTS 630 24 x 9 planer/
thicknesser ...............................................£3950
Wadkin BAO 12 x 7 thicknesser .............£1350
Wadkin BFT 12” surfacer DC brake .......£1350
Wadkin RZ 12” surfacer, DC brake.........£1450
Holzman V20 180 x 120 four side
planer CE .................................................£4950
sPindLe MoULders
Unused Minimax T40S/table,
single phase..............................................£1790
Wadkin EQ 5-5hp - new style fences, .....£1650
SCM T110 5.5 hp ....................................£2350
Wadkin BEN............................................£850
Wadkin BER 3 .........................................£1300
New Charnwood W683 Saw & Spindle
s/table. Single phase ................................£1042
Mortisers
Dominion BM Chisel .............................£950
Wadkin DM Chisel .................................£1750
Wadkin MA Chisel ..................................£795
Wadkin Tradesman .................................£650
tenoners
Wadkin EKA 5 head, DC brakes,
Guards & limiter tooling..........................£6500

Multico 2 head .........................................£POA
New MPower 3 head ...............................£POA
sanders
Sahara 930mm wide belt sander
Combi Head.............................................£3250
Ninfa RC3 profile sander.........................£850
Phillipson Profile sander.........................£1150
Visroy 12” Disc sander with
extractor from ..........................................£100
Felisatti 14” Disc & 6” Belt sander
with extractor...........................................£450
Wadkin JV 30” Double disc sander .........£1650
eXtractors
Spenstead 1/2hp fine filter extractor........£175
Camvac 3 motor single phase bin
extractor ...................................................£350
Single bag heavy duty 2 hp......................£300
New Charnwood W791 1 bag unit ..........£400
New Charnwood W691 1 bag unit .........£240
New heavy duty 2, 3 & 4 bag extractors .£POA
MisceLLaneoUs
New Freud EB100 bench top
edgebander...............................................£300
Ex-demo Tecnomax MB21 Multi borer ..£3250
Minimax Lab 260 Universal s/phase .......£1850
Rye twin head horizontal borer.
2 x 6 drills ................................................£POA
Meddings Scroll Saw...............................£350
Wadkin LS router.....................................£1750
Stetton 800 Throat Pneumatic router CE.£1750
Masterwood K23 multi borer ..................£2250
Weinig 925 profile grinder - floating bed £3250
Brookman 25 pin fully automatic
dovetailer .................................................£3450
Steff Maggi power feed unit ....................£375
to clear. sold as seen condition
Sandingmaster twin belt 1100width
wide belt sander .......................................£2000
Dewalt 1600S 14” cross cut saw .............£250
Pedrazzoli 350 mitre saw.........................£195
Multico chisel mortiser............................£350
Ajax 1/2hp Bench drill s/phase................£195
Leurem single phase universal ................£750
Pneumatic 14” mitre saw.........................£250
Scheppach HF3000 spindle, s/table,
s/phase .....................................................£550
Dankeart combi jointing machine............£POA

An open & shut case
for Mighton sash
window ironmongery.
The UK’s only specialist, plus 24 hour overnight delivery.
Quality products with BS 6375 on our weatherproofing.

Spiral Sash Balances...Axle Pulleys...Sash Fasteners...Ventlock...Sash Weights...Sash Chains

MACHINERY

EMAIL: kpwood1@tiscali.co.uk

USED

WEBSITE: www.kpwood.co.uk

EX-SHOWROOM SCM TECNOMAX/SCM MINIMAX SPINDLE MOULDERS
TO CLEAR *PHONE FOR SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
SCM RECORD 100 AL XL TVN CNC ROUTER. 6m x 1.25m BED,
BEAM & POD JOINERY MACHINE, ROUTER/TOOLCHANGER/
HORIZONTAL HEAD (FOR DOORS) 2006..............................................£POA
BOGE S15 AIR COMPRESSOR, 11kw 15hp, (2007) COMPLETE
WITH DRYER AND VERTICAL RECEIVER.............................................£2,450
IMAS 4 BAG DUST EXTRACTOR MODEL DSC4/75 WITH
CORRUGATED FILTERS AND MANUAL SHAKERS, 10hp, 2006 ..........£1,600
SCM SUPERSET 6 HEAD HEAVY DUTY MOULDER, BOTTOM, RIGHT,
LEFT, TOP, BOTTOM, UNIVERSAL 230 x 125mm, 2.5 INFEED, VARI-FEED,
IMMACULATE CONDITION, NEW 2005, VERY LITTLE USE .................£24,750
DELLE VEDOVE 4 HEAD THROUGH FEED DE-NIBBING SANDER ....£POA
SAHARA DW-37A SANDER, 900mm ROLLER/PAD/COMBI,
SINGLE BELT...........................................................................................£3,950
SCM SI16WA PANEL SAW, 3.2m TABLE, 1500mm RIP..........................£3,500
SCM COMPACT XL 4 HEAD PLANER/MOULDER 230 x 120mm,
EXCELLENT CONDITION (2007) ............................................................£12,750
SML TWIN BLADE MITRE MACHINE, 350 BLADES, PNEUMATIC
HEADS, 3.2m MAX BETWEEN SAWS ....................................................£3,750
CENTAURO BD1PE2, ELECTRONIC OSCILLATING CHISEL
MORTICER (2002) ...................................................................................£4,750
WADKIN PBR/HD, LATE MODEL, EX COLLEGE, MINT ........................£4750
SCM K208F EDGE BANDER, 2 SETS TRIMMERS, SCRAPE &
BUFF, IDEAL 3mm & SOLID LIPS............................................................£9,750
INVENTAIR 4 BAG 10hp DUST EXTRACTOR, 6m OLD.........................£1,400
WADKIN 20” BSW RIPSAW.....................................................................£2,750
SEDGWICK TA315 TILT ARBOR RIPSAW ..............................................£1,250
BRANDT OPTIMAT KD84C (1996) EDGEBANDER FOR TAPE, 3mm +
SOLID WOOD, FULL SPEC, INCLUDING CORNER ROUNDING ..........£POA
BOERE TOP/BOTTOM CALIBRATING/SANDING LINE 3 ROLLERS
TOP/3 ROLLERS BOTTOM, 1300mm WIDE 1999 ..................................£POA
WEINIG RONDAMAT 929 PROFILE GRINDER ......................................£2,450
SCM D80K DOUBLE END TENONER, HOGGER TOP TENON/BOTTOM
TENON, MOULDING HEAD, LONG IN-FEED, SOUND BOOTHS, VGC £11,250
OSAMA S2R-400 GLUE SPREADER (2007) TOP/BOTTOM ROLLER
600mm WIDE TO APPLY PVA, BRAND NEW ROLLERS........................£3,500
ROBINSON SC/E SINGLE END TENONER, TOP/BOTTOM SCRIBE,
FULL GUARDING, NEW BLOCKS, BRAKES ETC ..................................£4,500

DISTRIBUTOR

Phone or Fax for a detailed stock list
Tel: 0115 932 0166 Fax: 0115 932 0167
Email: sales@denwood.uk.com
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THe True SpeciaLiSTS iN
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MPower New Four sided planers – call for full details
from
MPower New Spindle Moulders – full range, call for full details
from
MPower New Dimension Saw TS300 – sliding table, rise & fall, tilt. Ex-stock
Wadkin GA220 – 4 head planer moulder, 2.5m infeed
Wadkin NX230 Profile cutter grinder
rebuilt
Wilson FV – Spindle moulder, brake etc
rebuilt
sedgwick MB 12” x 9” surface planer thicknesser excellent condition
Wadkin 12” BAO/S – 12” x 7” Surface planer thicknesser
from
Wadkin BT/S 500 20 x 9” surface planer thicknesser, power rise/fall
from
Wadkin S400 surface planer, long tables, DC braking, TERSA block rebuilt
Griggio PF400 surface planer, 2,600mm long tables, subject to condition req’d
from
Wadkin 350 BRA radial arm cross cut saws
Wadkin 18” CD H/duty crosscut saw subject to condition req’d
Wadkin SP/130 sliding table panel saw, scorer etc. CE spec refurbished
Wadkin 16” EDS & 26” BSW – circular saws, rise & fall, tilt fence
from
centauro Compact – Bandsaw 600mm dia wheels, brake etc
Wadkin B800 Narrow blade bandsaw, 800mm wheels, foot brake etc
Wadkin UR/B High speed router
from
Wadkin UX/B/2 High speed router, tilt table, pneumatic head rise & fall
Pacer 2500 8 x 4 CNC router, vacuum table, single Perske head
Wadkin LS High speed router, 18-24000rpm
Wadkin BGY/3 Disc/belt linisher refurbished
Phillipson DS24 – 24” diameter disc sander, tilt table
rebuilt
Wadkin DM/V – vibratory head hollow chisel mortiser
rebuilt
castle TSM – Pocket hole borer

£7,950
£2,550
£1,950
£POA
£POA
£1,750
£1,450
£1,650
£3,950
£POA
£POA
£1,650
£POA
£2,950
£1,250
£1,750
£POA
£1,950
£3,650
£POA
£POA
£2,150
£2,250
£3,950
£POA

Visit oUr WeBsite: www.timber-team.com
Plus many more, our refurbishment has to be seen to be believed !

Urgently required: Your surplus, modern machinery
Weatherproofing System...Simplex Swing System...Safe-T-Tilt...Pulleytilt...Grabba...Trickle
vent

Freephone 0800 056 0471 Freefax 0800 581703
Email sales@mighton.co.uk Website www.mighton.co.uk

the Knoll, Leicester road, earl shilton,
Leicestershire.Le9 7tJ
tel: 01455 846888
Fax: 01455 848808
e-mail: sales@timber-team.com

STOCK LIST - All prices shown below are subject to VAT @ 17½%
SCM Tech 90 Super CNC Machining Centre - Router, Drilling Grooving - Excellent Condition ......£12,790.00
Egurko Ortza UK8 Edgebander - Corner rounding - Touch screen control - Good Condition ........£11,990.00
Masterwood Project 316k CNC machining centre - Main spindle - 9 vert & 6 horiz drills
2600 x 850mm working field - 60m3/h vac pump - 3 pos toolchanger - Good condition .................£9,990.00
Mpower 230PM - Four sided planer/moulder - including cutterblocks (NEW) ................................£9,875.00
Weinig P22N 4 head Planer Moulder - ATS setting - Refurbished condition ..................................£7,950.00
Wadkin EKA 4 head tenoner - Cutterblocks & braked - Refurbished condition ..............................£7,450.00
Tecnolegno Compact 16 - Automatic machine capable sanding edges mouldings - As New .......£6,990.00
Rye MG 2400 CNC Router with Matrix table and Bosch control - Good condition..........................£5,990.00
Robland SD510 20” x 10 “ Planer Thicknesser (NEW)...................................................................£5,990.00
Robland NZ-3200 Panel saw - power rise, fall & tilt - 3.2m - 400mm blade (NEW) .......................£5,990.00
Brookman 25 pin Automatic Dovetailing machine - Excellent condition.........................................£4,890.00
Robland Z-320 Panel Saw (3200mm) - 400mm blade - 45degree tilt - etc. (NEW)........................£4,990.00
Sedgwick TESH - 3 head tenoner c/w scribing head (NEW)..........................................................£4,150.00
Wadkin DM/V Mortiser - Refurbished condition ..............................................................................£3,995.00
Wadkin U/OS Planer Thicknesser - 18’ x 9’ - DC brake - Refurbished condition ............................£3,790.00
Rye R80SM Speedmax Automatic shaper - 2 spindle - 1700mm rotary indexing table 8 station Pneumatic clamping - CE cabin & interlock - Excellent condition....................................................£3,750.00
Centauro BVM Chisel Mortiser - Oscillating chisel - Semi automatic - Excellent condition ............£3,500.00
Wadkin T630 Thicknesser - Good Condition...................................................................................£3,450.00
Robland Z-320 Panel saw (3200mm) - 400mm blade - 2002 - Excellent condition........................£2,990.00
Wadkin UX 8’ x 4’ table Overhead router c/w vacuum system - Good condition ............................£2,990.00
Sedgwick MB (308x230mm) Planer Thicknesser (NEW) ...............................................................£2,750.00
Wadkin MF Chain & Chisel Morticer - Refurbished condition .........................................................£3,690.00
Griggio PL1 (420 x 250mm) Planer Thicknesser - DC Brake - Good Condition.............................£2,650.00
Wadkin UR/B Overhead Router - Excellent condition.....................................................................£2,500.00
Robland NXSD410 16” x 9” Planer Thicknesser - 5hp - 3 pahse (NEW)........................................£2,490.00
Dominion DAA Planer Thicknesser - 16” x 9” - DC Brake - Good Condition ..................................£2,450.00
Atlas Copco GA22 Compressor c/w Dryer and Air reciever - Good condition ................................£2,390.00
Wadkin BT500 Thicknesser - DC Brake - Good Condition .............................................................£2,350.00
Wilson FM Spindle Moulder c/w foot brake - Excellent condition ...................................................£2,250.00
Italpresse R3/130 Glue spreading machine - 2 roller - 1300mm capacity......................................£2,090.00
Wadkin LS Overhead router - Good condition ................................................................................£1,990.00
Wadkin Image 150 Profile Grinder - Ideal for spindle tooling..........................................................£1,990.00
Wadkin BEL Spindle Moulder c/w Power feed unit - Good condition..............................................£1,890.00
Wadkin PK Dimension saw c/w DC brake system ..........................................................................£1,790.00
Minimax Overhead Router c/w Extension tables - Good condition.................................................£1,750.00
Wadkin 30” BSW Rip Saw - Refurbished c/w DC Brake.................................................................£1,750.00
Wadkin EQ Spindle Moulder - Refursihed condition .......................................................................£1,695.00
Wadkin 12” BAOS Planer Thicknesser - DC Brake - Good Condition ............................................£1,690.00
Multico TM3 Tenoner - 2 Heads - DC Brake - Good Condition.......................................................£1,650.00
Mpower TS300 Tilt Arbor sawbench - 102mm max. depth of cut - Excellent condition ..................£1,590.00
Mpower RS420 Radial Arm Saw - 110mm depth of cut - 350mm blade diameter (NEW) ..............£1,495.00
Socomec SN560 Bandsaw - Excellent condition............................................................................£1,490.00
Wadkin BRA crosscut saw - DC brake - Refurbished condition (choice of 2) .................................£1,450.00
Wadkin 20” BZB Bandsaw - Good Condition ..................................................................................£1,350.00
Sedgwick 571 Morticer - Three or Single Phase (NEW).................................................................£ 1,055.00
Dragonair Freestanding Industrial Gas heater - Good Condition ...................................................£ 895.00

P: 01420 83940
M: 07775 951672

F: 01420 558107
E: info@grovewoodmachines.co.uk

www.grovewoodmachines.co.uk

LIQUIDATION
MACHINERY
Several hundred
woodworking
machines available
Wide variety
ENQUIRIES TO
Tel 0208 594 4314
07866 630193
Fax 0208 507 8329
www.liquidationmachinery.com

pleAse CAll shirley for
All of your mArket plACe
requirements

01474 536535
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MACHINERY REMOVALS
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WOODWORKING
MACHINERY REMOVALS
• FACTORY RELOCATIONS
• INTERNET LOCATIONS

MOBILE: 07718 724114
FAX: 01422 885250
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WOODWORKING NEWS SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Is this your copy of Woodworking News? Do you read every issue?
If not you are missing vital
information about the
Woodworking and Furniture
industries.
Every edition is packed with new
products, news, application
stories and features to help you
to run your business more
profitably.
Published ten times a year at
only £33.00 per annum in the
UK (or £53.00 overseas)
Woodworking News is great value!
Subscribe now - it’s a small price
to pay.
Please complete the form in
BLOCK CAPITALS.

name:
company:
address:
telephone:

Fax:

signature:

date:

 I enclose a cheque payable to Nelton Publications for £33.00/£53.00
 Please invoice my company
 Please debit my credit card
Expiry date
Expiry date
Security Code

Issue No.

Name as it appears on card
Address if different from above
Please complete and return this form to:
Nelton Publications, The Old Sun, Crete Hall Road, Northfleet, Kent DA11 9AA
Telephone: 01474 536535 Fax: 01474 536552 E-mail: wwn@nelton.co.uk

Wanted
SURPLUS MACHINERY
COMPLETE PLANTS
INCLUDING OLDER TYPE MACHINES

HIGH QUALITY MACHINES AT THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES

FOR EXPORT
teL: 0208 594 4314 / 07866 630193
FaX: 0208 507 8329
www.liquidationmachinery.com

Interwood Finger Jointing Line

Interwood SRRP Speedsander
Available in 110 and 1300mm

Interwood MJ323 Panel Saw

Interwood MK1730
Frame Cramp
Max cramp size 1700 x 3000

Interwood M Series Moulder

Tony Martin
Carpenter based in North West Kent

Quality workmanship with over 20
years in the trade . . . all jobs big
and small . . . Commercial and
domestic experience
Telephone: 01322

Central

Interwood MFQZ Edgebander

Interwood Double End Tenoner

Pinheiro Multi-Rip

273865

Tel: 01484 641641
Fax: 01484 460101

c.n.c. machinery ltd.

YOUR CONTACT FOR:

ACM Bandsaws



c.n.c. machining centres



cOntract 2D & 3D c.n.c. machining



sOFtWare anD PrOgramming



training, serVice anD sUPPOrt



Interwood Extractors

Available exclusively from: Allwood Machinery Essex Ltd

WiDe range OF tOOLing FOr c.n.c.
rOUters anD WOODWOrKing machinerY

www.centralcnc.co.uk

www.woodworkingnews.co.uk

Full range of rebuilt machinery in stock

Unit 3, Galliford Road, The Causeway, Maldon, Essex CM9 4XD

Tel: 01621 859477 Fax: 01621 851726 Email: info@allwood.co.uk
www.interwood.co.uk
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interview

To get out of the crisis, you need
suitable products for the market
Interview with Franz-Josef Bütfering, President of EUMABOIS
ilan. Woodworking
M
machinery
manufacturers have a

the fact that, despite massive
turnover reductions, only few
companies have gone
bankrupt. With their products,
our companies are not just
competitive, but leaders for
many aspects. The most
tangible evidence is their 60
percent market share. Even
in the most trouble periods,
our companies have
conducted their business
properly. Despite painful cuts,
they have focused on
innovation. R&D departments
have pushed on the
accelerator and today they
can approach the markets
with improved products.

difficult year behind them,
but optimistic voices are
increasing. Franz-Josef
Bütfering, President of the
European Federation of
Woodworking Machinery
Manufacturers, EUMABOIS,
talked about the current
global situation of the
woodworking industry with
journalist Georg Dlugosch.
What’s the situation from
the observatory of
Eumabois, the association
of European woodworking
machinery and tools
manufacturers?
Bütfering : There’s no
denying we have gone
through a major crisis.
Turnover collapsed and it is
still very low in many
companies. We can expect
such difficulties to endure a
while longer, but there are
also clear signs that we have
taken the way out of this
valley of tears. More and
more indicators show that the
curve is turning upwards.
Recent exhibitions have
brought not only a more
favorable climate, but new
business as well. This is why
we are optimistic.
What’s the origin of good
hopes?
Bütfering : German-speaking
markets have been a safe
route for woodworking
machinery manufacturers
looking for a way out of the
crisis. Investments have been
holding on relatively well and
this is a solid base for the
future. Under the current
circumstances, we had
excellent results in
Nuremberg, for instance.
Holz-Handwerk/Fensterbau,
with 1,273 exhibitors from 35
countries and over 100,000
visitors, 16,500 of whom from
outside Germany, reached
the same levels as 2008,
proving that the industry is
recovering.
Which signals are you
getting from the European
scenario?
Bütfering : Europe is holding
up together. Easter Europe
has a better trend than
Western countries, but its
collapse was more dramatic.
Real estate markets have not
recovered, yer. That’s why we
still see some caution in the
purchase decisions of our
customers. There will have to
be an increased workload for
the wood and furniture
industry before we can see a
significant rally of
investments. For the time
being, demand is mainly
represented by old equipment
replacement or adaptation of
manufacturing systems. The
industry in Poland recorded
an extraordinary trend, but
Drema in Poznan was
confronted with two
emergencies: on one hand,
exhibitors and visitors were
landed by the closing of
European airways due to the
volcanic cloud; on the other,
the country was struck by the
airplane crash that killed the
Polish president. Despite
these adversities, the number
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Which are the next steps
for European companies?
Bütfering : At LIGNA 2009 it
was already clear that the
future issues would be
energy efficiency and efficient
resource exploitation. In
Hannover, big news and
innovations were presented
in this area, and the subject
will keep us busy for a long
time. Another factor
companies have to manage
is how to respond to
relentless globalization. Sales
organizations will have to
become more and more

Franz-Josef Butfering Eumabois President

of visitors increased by 16
percent and it was
encouraging to see the
propensity to invest of many
operators in Poznan.
In Italy, the second largest
woodworking machinery
producer, there were two
major shows with a short
period. What were the
effects of such
competition?
Bütfering : The effects of the
international economic crisis
had a strong impact in Italy.
The main event, Xylexpo in
Milan, had less visitors than
expected with 50,000
approximately. The vicinity of
the two shows complicated
the decisions of exhibitors
and visitors. Once again, it
was apparent that the lack of
planning and clarity in the
exhibition scenario brings
confusion and uncertainty not
only for exhibitors, but also
for visitors, who may not find
a company they want to meet
because they have chosen to
exhibit at the other show. As
European association,
Eumabois is committed to
guarantee well defined and
transparent exhibition
schedules for both
categories.
What’s the situation
outside Europe?
Bütfering : Signs of
improvement are coming
mainly from Asia, particularly
China. Also South America is
showing stronger propensity
to investments. Even the key
market of North America
seems to be stabilizing,
though at low levels. In
Russia, the crisis has cleaned
up the exhibition calendar
and consequently funneled
the country’s potential.
Despite some problems, I
consider this one of the best
markets for woodworking
machinery manufacturers.

What’s the reason for
Russia’s troubles?
Bütfering : Markets in
Eastern Europe are still
weak. Customers have to
deal with the consequences
of the financial crisis. The
2008/2009 drop harmed
several companies in this
market, one of the biggest in
the world. We see much
interest, but companies still
have few opportunities to get
loans at affordable costs. For
this reason, Russia will
express its full potential with
some delay.
Which markets are
currently more interesting
for European
manufacturers?
Bütfering : The Germanspeaking area has remained
at good levels even during
the most difficult periods, and
the handicraft sector
distinguished itself as a good
buyer. Then, China confirmed
its potential as output market
for European manufacturers.
In South East Asia there are
still good opportunities for
some sectors, and mainly
Vietnam is considered a
secret promise for European
suppliers. But Asian
competitors are quite strong
there. India is an interesting
growth market, although
volumes are still low. South
American markets are
emerging for their resources.
There are plenty of raw
materials, but machinery
import duties are curbing
competition. There is an
increasing demand for quality,
and consequently for
European machinery.
So, European
manufacturers have
reacted well to the
challenge...
Bütfering : Our companies
were well positioned before
the crisis. This is proved by

global, if you look at future
markets. From South
America, to Russia, to China,
there are many opportunities
to seize after the crisis. The
big challenge is to tailor
products to specific customer
requirements in each market.
How is Eumabois
supporting its members in
these challenges?
Bütfering : In Europe, the
woodworking machinery
industry has completely
disappeared in some
countries, England for
instance. This is complicating
things. On the other hand, the
political turn of former
Eastern Bloc countries
opened up new ways to the
East. Eumabois has
supported the action of
companies towards Russia,
Ukraine, Slovakia and the
Czech Republic. However,
such expansion has changed
their vision, as these markets
are mainly dominated by
small enterprises. This
strategy is an important
signal for our associates and
is strictly connected to the
quality issue. This approach
is based on industry
standards and regulations,

the EC standards for
instance, which protect
products and their production
from the negative effects of
competition at all costs.
It sounds like a message
against counterfeiting:
what’s the Eumabois
strategy in this respect?
Bütfering : We have decided
to inform customers about the
necessity to purchase original
machines and components.
In this phase, this approach
seems more effective than a
direct fight against
counterfeiting. For this reason
we launched the “Choose the
Original - Choose Success”
campaign to increase
customers’ awareness of the
value of original technology.
Counterfeiting is
unacceptable, because it
threatens manufacturers and
customers to the same
extent. On the contrary, the
benefits of original technology
are evident. To have success
on the Asian markets,
European manufacturers
must orchestrate their action.
European Federation of
Woodworking Machinery
Manufacturers
www.eumabois.com

Stenner boosts
production at
Cargo Pallets
Daltons install new Resaw and Crosscut at Middlesborough
A leading supplier in the
north east of pallets and
crates for the packing
industry, Cargo Pallets Ltd,
a family owned business
spanning three
generations, approached
woodworking machine
distributors and
manufacturers Daltons as
they required to
significantly increase their
production of sawn timber.
Rising prices of timber
emphasised the need to
improve performance within
the company and after a
working demonstration at
Daltons Nottingham
showroom the company
opted for a new Stenner
ST100R Resaw which
provides high performance
with user friendly technology
without the need for a floor
pit. The opportunity was
taken also to replace their old
Crosscutting Machine with a
new Maggi 700S Radial Arm
Saw which admits blades up
to 500 mm diameter enabling
the cutting of large timber
sections.
Daltons Sales Director
Andy Walsh commented “We
were pleased to have the
opportunity of supplying the
new equipment to Cargo
Pallets which was delivered,
installed and commissioned

New Stenner ST100R Resaw in production at Cargo Pallets Ltd,
Middlesbrough

by our own engineering team
and which we hope will
deliver the improvements in
performance demanded by
our customer. The Stenner
ST100R Resaw is a very
technically competent
machine which has proved
both popular and reliable
across a wide range of users
and we are confident that this
installation in the north east
will prove to be a great
success.”
Neil McCutcheon of Cargo
Pallets who researched the
market himself before
choosing the Stenner
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machine is delighted with the
impact which the Resaw has
had, enabling the machine to
be used even more than
anticipated, sizing all manner
of timber and enabling them
to achieve and maintain
superior lead times.
Further information
concerning Stenner products
and Maggi Crosscut Saws
can be obtained from the
Daltons sales team
Tel 0115 986 5201
Email sales@
daltonsmachines.com
www.daltonsmachines.com
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